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ABSTRACT 

F1Fo-ATP synthase is a ubiquitous enzyme responsible for the bulk of ATP synthesis in 

living cells. ATP synthesis is driven by a transmembrane proton gradient. ATP 

synthesis/hydrolysis and proton translocation are coupled by a unique rotational 

mechanism, making ATP synthase a rotary nanomotor. The stator stalk, which is 

composed of two copies of b subunit and one copy of δ subunit in Escherichia coli is the 

least well understood part of ATP synthase. The stator stalk attaches the α3β3 ring, which 

carries the catalytic nucleotide binding sites, to subunit a, which is involved in H
+
 

translocation. The aim of the project is to explore protein-protein interactions between the 

subunits of the stator stalk of E. coli. To quantitatively characterize binding of b subunit 

to the δ subunit, a fluorometric assay was developed in which the δ subunit with an 

introduced tryptophan residue was titrated with a soluble portion of the b subunit, bsol. A 

Kd of about 1 μM was found for interactions between C-terminal regions of b and δ 

subunits with the use of δL168W as a probe. To investigate the region of bsol responsible 

for interaction with δ, binding of a synthetic peptide representing the C-terminal 21 

residues of b subunit (b-C21) and of bsol without its C-terminus (b
Δc

) were studied. The 

results demonstrated that b
Δc

 binds specifically to δ with a considerable binding affinity 

(Kd  ≈ 4  μM), accounting for a major portion of the binding energy between δ and bsol. 

Furthermore, I was able to identify the role of the individual b subunits by constructing a 

fusion protein between one of the b subunits and δ. In mycobacteria, one of the b subunits 

and the δ subunit are replaced by a b/δ fusion protein; the remaining b subunit is of the 

shorter b’ type. It was possible to generate a functional E. coli ATP synthase containing a 

b/δ fusion protein. The full-length b subunit (which is covalently linked to δ in the fusion 

protein) is responsible for connecting the stator stalk to the catalytic F1 subcomplex. It is 

not required for interaction with the membrane-embedded Fo subcomplex, as its 

transmembrane helix can be removed. Attachment to Fo is the function of the other b 

subunit which in turn has only a minor (if any at all) role in binding to δ. Also in E. coli 

the second b subunit can be shortened to a b’ type. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 ATP and ATP synthase 

ATP synthase is a ubiquitous membrane enzyme that plays a key role in biological 

energy metabolism. It uses the energy stored in a transmembrane proton gradient or (in 

some bacteria, sodium ion gradient) to produce adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from 

adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate. As ATP is known as the common 

"energy currency" of cells, ATP synthase plays an important role in almost all organisms. 

ATP is biosynthesized by three major mechanisms: substrate level phosphorylation, 

oxidative phosphorylation in cellular respiration and photophosphorylation in 

photosynthesis. The role of ATP in cells ranges from energy metabolism and signaling to 

DNA transcription. ATP is used as a substrate in signal transduction pathways by 

kinases that phosphorylate proteins and lipids. Adenylate cyclase uses ATP to produce 

the second messenger molecule  cyclic AMP (1). Here the ratio between ATP and AMP 

is used to sense how much energy is available and control the metabolic pathways that 

produce and consume ATP. ATP is also incorporated into nucleic acids by polymerases 

in the process of DNA replication and transcription (2 and 3). The structure of this 

molecule is shown the figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: The structure of ATP. It consists of an adenine  (purine base) attached to the 

1' carbon atom of a ribose  (pentose sugar). Three phosphate groups are attached at the 5' 

carbon atom of the pentose sugar.  

 

α β γ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substrate_(biochemistry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_transduction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorylation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lipid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_messenger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclic_adenosine_monophosphate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metabolic_pathway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adenine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Purine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ribose
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentose
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 The phosphoryl groups, starting with the group closest to the ribose, are referred to as the 

alpha (α), beta (β), and gamma (γ) phosphates. When only two phosphate groups are 

attached it is called as ADP and AMP means the presence of only one phosphate group.  

Upon hydrolysis of ATP, a tremendous amount of free energy is released. The released 

free energy can be used to do biological work such as drive biochemical reactions like 

active transport, muscle contraction, cell movement, movement of intracellular organelles 

and chromosomes. ATP was proposed to be the main energy transfer molecule in the cell 

by Fritz Albert Lipmann in 1941 and it was first artificially synthesized by Alexander 

Todd in 1948.
  

Glycolysis is the anaerobic catabolism of glucose and first part of cellular respiration. 

This converts glucose  into pyruvate.  This process occurs without the requirement of 

oxygen and does not yield much energy. As the net production of glycolysis, two ATP 

and two NADH (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) molecules are formed. The pyruvate 

end product of glycolysis is then used in either anaerobic respiration if no oxygen is 

available or in aerobic respiration via the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle) which 

yields much more usable energy for the cell. The TCA cycle is a series of enzyme-

catalyzed chemical reactions that form a key part of aerobic respiration in cells. Pyruvate  

produced from glycolysis is decarboxylated by pyruvate dehydrogenase generating 

acetyl-CoA. In addition, the cycle consumes acetyl-CoA and water, reduces NAD
+
 to 

NADH, and produces carbon dioxide. The NADH generated by the TCA cycle is fed into 

the oxidative phosphorylation pathway. In eukaryotic cells, the TCA cycle occurs in the 

matrix of the mitochondrion. Bacteria also use the TCA cycle to generate energy, but 

since they lack mitochondria, the reaction sequence is performed in the cytosol, with the 

proton gradient for ATP production being across the plasma membrane. 

All aerobic organisms carry out oxidative phosphorylation and it is a highly efficient way 

of releasing energy, compared to alternative fermentation processes. During oxidative 

phosphorylation, electrons are transferred from electron donors to electron acceptors such 

as oxygen. In eukaryotes, these redox reactions are carried out by a series of protein 

complexes in the inner mitochondrial membrane, whereas in prokaryotes, these proteins 

are located in the cell’s plasma membrane. As this process couples electron 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adenosine_diphosphate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fritz_Albert_Lipmann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_R._Todd,_Baron_Todd
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_R._Todd,_Baron_Todd
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glucose
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyruvate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NADH
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/biology/celres.html#c2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyruvic_acid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyruvate_dehydrogenase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acetyl-CoA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicotinamide_adenine_dinucleotide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxidative_phosphorylation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eukaryotic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitochondrion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cytosol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plasma_membrane
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerobic_organism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermentation_(biochemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reducing_agent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxidizing_agent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eukaryote
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_complex
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_complex
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitochondrion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prokaryote
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transfer between an electron donor (NADH) and an electron acceptor (O2), it is 

considered as "electron transport chain".  In eukaryotes, five main protein complexes are 

involved, whereas in prokaryotes many different enzymes are present, using a variety of 

electron donors and acceptors. 

The transfer of protons generates potential energy in the form of a pH gradient and an 

electrical gradient across the membrane. This stored energy is consumed by allowing 

protons to flow back across the membrane and down the gradient, through ATP synthase, 

which converts potential energy into mechanical work in the form of subunit rotation and 

finally into chemical energy by producing ATP.  

ATP synthase is highly conserved among all domains of life. It is found in the inner 

membrane of mitochondria, the thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts, and the plasma 

membrane of bacteria. In bacteria, under certain physiological conditions, ATP synthase 

runs in reverse, hydrolyzing ATP to generate a transmembrane proton gradient which is 

necessary for nutrient transport and locomotion (4-8). 

 ATP synthase is a  large enzyme complex with eight different subunits in prokaryotes and 

16–18 in mammals, and a molecular weight of 530–650 kDa. In Escherichia coli, the 

simplest form contains eight different subunits, with a stoichiometry of α3β3γδεab2c10. 

The total molecular mass is about 530 kDa (5). In mitochondria, there are 7-9 additional 

subunits; in chloroplasts the structure is the same as the simplest form except there are 

two isoforms of b. As shown in figure 1.2, the enzyme has two major structural domains, 

known as F1 (factor 1) and Fo (factor “O” for oligomycin). The F1 domain of the ATP 

synthase corresponds to the protruding portion from the membrane and can be purified in 

soluble form showing ATP hydrolysis activity. Its subunit composition in Escherichia 

coli is α3β3γ1δ1ε1 and the molecular weight is nearly 380 kDa. The Fo domain is the 

membrane-embedded portion composed of three subunits with the stoichiometry a1b2cn. 

Bacterial Fo has the simplest subunit structure (a1b2c10–15) with a weight of 150 kDa. F1 

and Fo are linked together by two stalks, a central one containing the γ and ε subunits, and 

a peripheral one involving the δ and b subunits. 

ATP synthesis and hydrolysis reactions occur at three catalytic sites. The catalytic sites 

are mainly located on the β subunit, but the minimum stable ATPase-active complex is 
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the α3β3γ subcomplex (9). The crystal structures of α3β3γ of the bovine mitochondrial F1 

show that three α and β subunits are alternatively arranged in a hexamer ring around the 

N- and C-terminal helices of γ (10). The other, globular portion of γ extends to touch the 

Foc subunits. The ε subunit binds to the side surface of the globular part. In ATP 

synthase, ε also has close contact with Foc. The δ subunit sits on top of the α3β3 ring (11) 

as seen in figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2: The ATP synthase in Escherichia coli. E. coli ATP synthase contains eight 

subunits, α3β3γδεab2cn. F1 corresponds to α3β3γδε and Fo to ab2cn. The c-subunits form a 

ring, with n=10 in E. coli. a subunit interacts with c, and lies outside the c-ring. γ consists 

of a globular portion, which interacts with c and ε with the α-helical coiled coil of the N- 

and C-termini reaching into the α3β3 cylinder. δ subunit sits on top of F1. Its N- terminal 

domain interacts with the N-terminal region of α subunits and its C-terminal region with 

the C- termini of the b2 dimer. The figure is taken from (8). 

 

Protons moving down the electrochemical gradient through channels at the interface of a 

and c subunits drives the rotation of c subunits. The rotation of γ results in the catalytic 
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nucleotide binding site conformational change on β subunits which in turn results in the 

formation of ATP from ADP and Pi, and release of the newly-formed ATP into the 

medium.  

It is thought that if the angular progression in F1 was firmly connected with the 

movement of the c-ring in Fo, the activation barrier could rise up to about 100 kJ/mol. 

This is kinetically highly unfavorable situation. A smooth power transmission should 

occur to increase the kinetic efficiency of the coupled enzyme (12). As F1 and Fo show 

different axial symmetry, the elastic deformations are considered important for catalytic 

operation of ATP synthase (13). Elastic deformations occur both in the central shaft 

(rotor) and the stator stalk. 

During rotation, the stator stalk experiences elastic strain about 40 pNnm, which is 

equivalent to about 50 kJ/mol. The interactions between the individual components of the 

stator stalk have to be sufficiently strong to withstand the rotary strain (14). 

 

1.2 Stator stalk and structure of its components 

 

A stator stalk is required to prevent the rotation of a or α3β3 subunits with the rotation of 

the γεcring. The stator is the least well understood part of ATP synthase in terms of 

structure. In E. coli, the stator stalk is composed of two copies of b subunit and one copy 

of subunit δ. As can be seen from figure 1.2, the only subunit of Fo able to span the 

distance from the membrane to the top of F1 is b. 

 

1.2.1 Subunit b 

 

This has 156 residues. Its N-terminus is located on the outside of the membrane, which is 

then followed by a transmembrane helix. The structure of the N-terminal transmembrane 

domain (residues 1–34) of subunit b has been solved by two-dimensional 1H NMR (15). 

Residues 4–22 form an α helix, which spans the hydrophobic domain of the lipid bilayer. 

This works as a support to anchor the hydrophilic region of subunit b to the membrane. 

This study also showed that the helical structure is interrupted by a bend in the region of 

residues 23–26. At Pro27 α helical structure resumes at an angle offset by 20° from the 
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transmembrane helix. The transmembrane domains of the two b subunits were revealed 

to be close to each other by cross-linking experiments (15). In another study, soluble 

form of the b subunit of E. coli (residues 26-146) was purified and characterized and the 

molecular weight of bsol (by sedimentation equilibrium experiments) found to be 31,200 

which is in contrary to the predicted molecular weight (16,469). These results indicated 

that cytoplasmic region of b subunit exists as a dimer. (16). This conclusion was also 

supported by chemical cross-linking studies. Circular dichroism measurements indicated 

that bsol is highly α helical, and sedimentation velocity experiments showed that it exists 

in solution as an elongated dimer. The monomeric form of bsol is difficult to obtain as the 

bsol is stable as dimer with about 80% α helix. This difficulty was overcome by 

introducing the mutation A128D (17). 

Monomeric bsol has less α helix, about 58%, is more susceptible to trypsin cleavage than 

dimer.   This study (17) also revealed that residues 124–131 of the C-terminal region 

forms a pair of parallel α helices. A study done on cyanobacterium, Synechocystis about 

its b and b' subunits resulted in a different view. Characterization of these two subunits 

by chemical cross-linking, analytical ultracentrifugation, and circular dichroism 

spectroscopy indicated that the cytosplasmic domains of the b and b' subunits present 

individually as monomers but when they are mixed together a much extended 

heterodimer is formed (18).  

As the residues 62-122 of the cytosolic region of b subunit are shown to be essential for 

dimerization, a study employing the isolated dimerization domain, b62-122, indicated 

that it is extremely elongated. The crystal structure of b62-122 has been solved and 

refined to 1.55 Å (19). This study also showed a model for the b62-122 dimer, in which 

the two helices form a coiled coil with a right-handed superhelical twist.  The parallel 

coiled coil nature of b dimer was further proved by a study which used a truncated b 

protein of b53–122 by circular dichroism and analytical ultracentrifugation analyses (20).  

A different view pointed out that b subunit is not necessarily a rigid rod like structure but 

somewhat flexible in the cytoplasmic region. It can tolerate deletions of up to 11 amino 

acids while still maintaining enzymatic activity of ATP synthase of Escherichia coli. This 

study showed that mutants of 7 amino acids (Leu54–Ser60 and Ala50–Leu56) deleted 
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were normal, and those with deletions of up to 11 amino acids (Leu54–Gln64 and Ala50–

Ser60) still showed significant activity (21). It is assumed that the deletion of 11-amino 

acid would result in shortening of the b subunit by roughly 16 Å which is about three full 

turns of the α helix. Not only can the b subunit bear several deletions, but also insertions 

into uncF(b) gene resulted in significant levels of activity (22). Mutants with repetitions 

of seven amino acids (Leu54–Ser60) were basically identical to wild type construct, and 

mutants with insertions of up to 14 amino acids (Leu51–Gln64) retained biologically 

significant levels of activity. It is believed that 14-amino acid insertion would result in 

the addition of 20 Å for the length of b subunit. The results of both insertion and deletion 

experiments show that b subunit is a flexible feature of the enzyme rather than a rigid 

rod-like structure. A possible explanation would be that these length differences are 

accommodated by reducing or increasing the angle of the bend between the 

transmembrane helix and the cytoplasmic helix. 

ATP synthase from cyanobacteria, photosynthetic eubacteria and chloroplasts contain 

two types of b subunit. In cyanobacteria, they are named b and b’, and in chloroplasts 

subunit I and II. The b and b' polypeptides are thought to have resulted from gene 

duplication and divergence (23). b subunit shares the greatest homology with the b 

subunit of E. coli and the equivalent subunit in chloroplast (subunit I). The cytoplasmic 

domain of b in cyanobacteria (Synechocystis) and chloroplast (subunit 1) is about 130 

residues long. They both have a predicted short interruption in the  helix of about 20 

residues from the C-terminus as seen in E. coli. In subunit b' and subunit II, the 

cytoplasmic region is about 110 residues: a shorter version of b, with the 20 residue C-

terminal helix missing. 

 

1.2.2 Subunit delta (δ) 

Besides the two b subunits,  is the only other subunit present in the stator stalk of ATP 

synthase of E. coli. It has 177 residues, and NMR studies of its N-terminal region 

(residues 2-106) have revealed that it consists of six α helix bundle and a not very well 

ordered C-terminus (24 and 25). Both proteins revealed a high α helical content of 

approximately 85% and virtually no beta-sheets. Two studies done to determine the 
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structure of δ subunit, resulted in different views. A study which revealed that the two 

natural cysteines in the delta are in close proximity (Cys64 and Cys140) and the 

formation of cross-link between these two cysteines had important insights into the 

structure and function of the protein (26). This study suggested that the δ subunit has a 

compact overall structure. Molecular weight determinations by sedimentation equilibrium 

studies and sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (for native and 

denatured conditions respectively) gave a molecular weight of about 18 000. Also 

circular dichroism spectrum showed about 55-70% α helix (27).  

1.3 The stator stalk of mitochondrial ATP synthase  

The mitochondrial stator stalk consists of 4 types of subunits: b (214 residues long and 

molecular weight of about 25000 Da), d (160 resides long and 18500 Da of molecular 

weight), F6 (coupling factor 6; 76 residues long and molecular weight of about 9000Da) 

and OSCP (for oligomycin sensitivity conferring protein; 190 residues long and 

molecular weight of about 21000 Da) (28).  

Each of these stator stalk subunits is present as a single copy (29). This study also 

showed that b, d, and OSCP mostly contain coiled coils. The b subunit has weak 

homologies with other b subunits, but the overall structure looks similar. Like the 

bacterial b subunit, the bovine b subunit is also anchored in the membrane by a 

hydrophobic region, but makes two transmembrane spans instead of the single span in 

bacterial b (30). The C-terminus of b subunit interacts with OSCP. A study done with 

reconstitution experiments showed that OSCP interacts and makes a stable complex with 

b and not with d or F6. The regions of b that interact with subunits d and F6 are residues 

120-166 and 120-214, respectively (28). 

d subunit and F6 do not directly interact with F1; their main interactions are with b 

subunit. Subunit d has no predicted transmembrane helix, and secondary structure 

predictions suggests that it contains 8 helices, the longest with about 31 residues. F6 is a 

small protein and it has no sequence similarity to any subunit of ATP synthase of E.coli. 

NMR studies of an isolated F6 showed that, it is a very flexible structure composed of two 

helices connected by an unstructured linker (31). OSCP, has significant homologies to 
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bacterial and chloroplast δ subunit but it is separated from bovine F1 portion when it is 

released from the membrane.  

The structure of N-terminal domain of OSCP is shown to be very similar to the N- 

terminal region of δ subunit of E. coli. The N-terminal domain of the OSCP is about 

ovoid shape on the top of the F1. A study done on the structure of the N-terminal domain 

of OSCP (by NMR analysis) showed that it is similar to the structure of the N-terminal 

domain of E. coli δ (32). The major difference is in the surface charge, which is overall 

positive in OSCP and negative in E. coli. A schematic view of the components of the 

stator stalk in the bovine ATP synthase is shown in figure 1.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: The structure of ATP synthase from mitochondria. The structure of the 

catalytic F1 domain is shown in ribbon representation. The three α-subunits and the three 

β-subunits are red and yellow, respectively, and the single γ, δ and ε-subunits are blue, 

green and magenta, respectively. The ring of c-subunits is shown in pink. The stator stalk 

consisting of single copies of OSCP, b, d and F6, is shown in the Figure (taken from 32).  
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1.4 Subunit-subunit interactions in the stator stalk 

 

Subunit-subunit binding affinities have been measured for some subunits, while 

information about other interactions is still lacking. Figure 1.4 shows the interactions 

between δ and b subunit and between δ, b, and α/β in ATP synthase of E. coli. Another 

interaction, not mentioned in the figure is the one between the two b subunits. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Stator stalk interactions in the E. coli ATP synthase. White rectangles 

show stator interactions. The only stator interaction not shown in the figure is interactions 

between the two b subunits. The figure is taken from (8). 
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1.4.1 Interactions between the 2 b subunits: the b dimer 

Figure 1.5 shows the domain arrangement of b subunit of E. coli. The first 23 residues are 

hydrophobic and in the membrane spanning region. Residues 53-122 provide the 

interactions essential for b subunit dimerization. The region between membrane spanning 

domain and dimerization domain are known as "tether domain".  The very C-terminal 

residues are important for binding of δ subunit.  

 

Figure 1.5: A model for the different domains in the b subunit. The region in red is the 

membrane spanning domain. Residues 53-122 provide the interactions for the dimer 

formation and shown in yellow. The tether domain, shown in blue, lies in between the 

membrane spanning region and dimerization region. The C-terminus of b subunit is 

essential for binding with δ subunit. Source http://www.biochem.uwo.ca/fac/dunn/dunn.html 

 

Two regions of b have been suggested to play a role in its dimerization: the heptad repeat 

region in the residues 33–79 (33) and the hydrophobic region in the residues 124–132 

near the C-terminus (34 and 35). The results obtained from sedimentation equilibrium 

ultracentrifugation and cross liking studies showed that residues 53–66 are critical for bsyn 

(a soluble form of the protein lacking the membrane-spanning N-terminal domain) dimer 

formation, but that residues 24–52 are not. Within the heptad repeat region, only 

cysteines at residues 59 and 60, which occupy the b and c positions of the heptad repeat, 

showed significant tendencies to form disulfides, which is inconsistent with a coiled-coil 

model for this region of b. However, the residues towards the end of C-terminus (residues 

124-139) showed strong tendencies to form disulfides and form a dimer, suggesting a 

parallel α helical interaction between the subunits in this region (36). As mentioned 

above, residues 4–22 form an α helix, which is expected to span the hydrophobic domain 

of the lipid bilayer (15). Taken together, these data suggest that E. coli b dimerizes in a 

parallel, side-by-side arrangement, in the membrane region as well as cytosolic region. A 

different study done to investigate the distances between the b-subunits in the tether 

http://www.biochem.uwo.ca/fac/dunn/dunn.html
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domain of FoF1-ATP synthase holoenzyme showed that residues 60 and 62 could not be 

detected in close proximity in the holoenzyme (37). A possible explanation is that as 

shown in (33) the residues from 24 to 52 do not contribute considerably to dimer 

formation in isolated bsol and it is possible to form a functional “asymmetric” dimer 

between a b subunit where residues 54 to 60 have been deleted and a b subunit where a 

repeat of these residues is inserted (38). Moreover, the study done to see whether it is 

possible for two b subunits of unequal lengths to dimerize in a functional enzyme 

complex provides useful information about the existence of the b dimer in F1Fo-ATP 

synthase holoenzyme. Here b subunits of unequal lengths were produced in the same cell. 

This system allowed deciding whether the different b subunits segregate to form 

homodimers or whether a heterodimer consisting of both the shortened and lengthened b 

subunits can occur in the intact enzyme complex (38). This study confirmed that different 

b subunits lengthened and shortened by up to 7 amino acids (residues 54 to 60 are deleted 

and in the other repeat of these residues is inserted) were detected in the same enzyme 

complex. Thus, it is obvious that the enzyme complex can tolerate a size difference 

between the two b subunits of up to 14 amino acids.  Also study on the distance 

measurements between both b monomers in the tether domain of the b subunit 

demonstrated a distance between the two b-subunit is 2.9 nm revealing a parallel 

arrangement of the two helices. The affinity between two bsol is relatively weak; 

analytical ultracentrifugation gave Kd values of about 1.8 μM (39). It is possible that the 

additional binding energy is provided by the membrane domain interactions. 

 

1.4.2 The interactions between b and δ subunits 

It has been shown that the very C-terminal tail of b (b140–156) interacts with the C-

terminus of δ, (δ91–177) (40) As only the solution structure of δ (solved by NMR 

spectroscopy) consisting of residues 1–134 of δ, is available at the moment (not the 

structure of entire 177 residues) precise interactions going on in the C-terminal region are 

impossible to predict. However the C-terminal regions of both proteins are predicted to 

be largely α helical. Cross-linking studies have also shown that Cys residues inserted at 

the C-terminus of b subunit could be cross-linked to δ (40). Similarly, the C-terminus of 
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chloroplast subunit I could be cross-linked to δ (41). Furthermore, the studies done on 

oligomycin sensitivity conferring protein (OSCP) of mitochondrial ATP synthase 

indicated that a deletion of the last 10 amino acid residues (Lys181-Leu190) called CD-

10,  was unable to bind to the Fo segment (42 and 43). Also substitution of the Lys181-

Met186 region by six proline residues led to complete loss in the coupling activity but did 

not have any difference in expression properties and ability to interact with F1 with 

respect to wild type OSCP. Quantitative circular dichroism analyses to measure helical 

content demonstrated that both of the mutant forms 6-proline OSCP and CD-10 had a 

lower helical content compared to WT protein and synthetic peptides corresponding in 

sequence to the Lys178-Leu190 region displayed a high propensity to form a helix. 

Taken together, these results suggest that the C-terminal end of OSCP contains an α helix 

which is crucial for interactions with Fo in the F1Fo enzyme. For the bacterial b2δ 

complex, the sedimentation coefficient was 2.1 S suggesting that δ and the b dimer are 

arranged highly extended in an end-to-end rather than side-by-side manner. These results 

indicate that because b2δ complex show an elongated structure, it agrees with the 

arrangement for one to serve as a stator stalk. It can reach from membrane to the 

membrane-distal portion of the F1 sector (44). The affinity of b2 for δ is quite weak as 

NMR experiments gave a Kd larger than 5 μM (17)   

 

1.4.3 Binding of the stator stalk to F1: interactions between δ and F1 

 

In a study of determination of binding affinity of  δ subunit to Escherichia coli F1 portion, 

revealed that δ binds to δ depleted F1 with a Kd of 1.4 nM. The signal used is that of the 

natural tryptophan at residue δ28, which is enhanced by 50% upon binding of δ subunit to 

α3β3γε complex. Results of this study also demonstrated that it is the N-terminal region of 

δ that makes interactions with F1 (45). The NMR structure of N-terminal domain of δ 

subunit (as shown in figure 1.6) has demonstrated that it consists of a six helix bundle. 

Further, the C-terminus of δ is not involved in binding to F1, as δ', the proteolytic 

fragment of E. coli δ, composed of residues 1-134, showed same binding affinity (1.4 

nM) as intact δ. This study showed that helices 1 and 5 in the N-terminal domain of the δ 

subunit provide the F1-binding surface of δ.  
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Figure 1.6: NMR structure of the N-terminal domain of δ subunit. It consists of a six-

helix bundle, with helices 1–6 shown in dark blue, light blue, teal, green, yellow, and red, 

respectively. Residue δTrp28, located in helix 2 (light blue), is depicted in “spacefill” 

representation. The figure is taken from (45) 

 

Information about the F1-binding site came from tryptophan substitutions in positions 

R11W and V79W, whose fluorescence signals changed strongly upon binding of F1. 

Although these two mutants have reduced binding energy when compared to wild type δ, 

they were still entirely or nearly fully functional. As a result, this study (45) proposed that 

not all of the binding energy necessary to attach the stator stalk to F1 might result from 

δ/F1 interactions. There can be interactions such as binding between the b subunits and δ 

and/or F1. An experiment done to assess the Kd of binding of δ to F1 in the presence of 

b34–156 increased the affinity by 500-fold equivalent to an additional binding energy of 

 15 kJ/mol (46). This can be from interactions between b subunit and α or β, and/or from 

b-induced conformational changes in δ. Considering all these high affinity interactions 

here the authors have called the  wild-type stator stalk “overengineered” because it is 

equipped with excess binding energy. Using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, a 

tight interaction between δ and F1 was measured for the chloroplast enzyme with a Kd of 

≤ 0.8 nM (47). In contrast, the binding curves for mitochondrial F1 and OSCP show a 
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high-affinity OSCP binding site (Kd=0.08 μM) and two low-affinity OSCP binding sites 

(Kd = 6-8 μM) (48 and 49). However, in this case even the affinity of "high affinity site"  

seems to be relatively low (Kd ≈ 80 nM is much higher than that for  bacterial and 

chloroplast enzymes, which could explain that in the latter enzymes δ purifies as part of 

the F1 subcomplex, while in the mitochondrial enzyme OSCP does not).  

A study done with α and β subunits of trypsin treated E. coli (named α’ and β’ 

respectively) Fl  portion, supplemented with δ and ε subunits, resulted in no activity in the 

ATPase which contained α’, while that containing β’ was normal, indicating that the 

cleavage of α caused the functional defect (50). Similar results were obtained with α’ and 

β’, the subunits isolated after chymotrypsin treatment. This study confirmed that the 

removal of the first 15 and 19 residues from the NH2 terminus of α by trypsin and 

chymotrypsin was sufficient to cause the loss of coupling factor activity. The structure of 

bovine F1-ATPase inhibited with ADP has been resolved at 2.0 A° resolution. The 

extreme N-terminus of α is not completely resolved, but a helix-like structure can be seen 

between residues 13 (the first resolved residue) and residue 24 (51).  

Another study showed that a synthetic peptide consisting of the N-terminal 22 residues of 

α subunit binds to wild-type δ subunit with high affinity (Kd  130 nM). However, Kd of 

binding of αN1–22 to δ was higher than that for δ-depleted F1 by 100-fold, indicating that 

other interactions between F1 and δ also contribute to binding. The peptide αN1–22 binds 

to isolated δ subunit with 1/1 stoichiometry at saturation. As only one δ binds to one F1 

(45), means that in the holoenzyme only one of the three α subunits is involved in binding 

to δ subunit. Secondary structure predictions suggested that the N terminus of α forms a 

helix between residues 6 and 18 (52). An experiment done with peptides of different 

lengths showed that αN1–22 had the optimal length for binding to δ (53). A helix formed 

by the αN1–22 peptide was proposed to be amphipathic. Helices 1 and 5 of the N-

terminal domain of α subunit form a hydrophobic groove (24) which represents the 

F1binding surface on δ. Point mutations done on this region (αIle8, αLeu11, αIle12, 

αIle16, and αPhe19) to Glu or Lys showed that both binding of peptides to δ and function 

of ATP synthase was inhibited. Interactions between δ and α are largely hydrophobic, but 

there is a salt bridge formed between residues αLys13 and δAsp17. An αQ2C mutant can 
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form disulfide bonds with both Cys140 and Cys64 of the δ subunit (54). This result 

suggests that  these residues (Cys140 and Cys64) are close together. In the arrangement 

shown in figure 1.7, disulfide bond formation between residue α2 and δCys65 should be 

impossible, therefore, one of the other two α subunits may come to close proximity with 

δCys65.  

 

 

Figure 1.7: Interaction of δ with the N-terminal helix of α. The NMR structure of a 

complex of δ with peptide αN1-22. The N-terminal domain of δ is again shown in figure 

1.6 colors, the peptide is in gray. The crosslink between αGln2 and δCys65, requires 

participation of a second α subunit. αLys13 and δAsp17 forms the only polar interaction 

between both complexes. The figure is taken from (45) 

 

These findings place the δ subunit near the top of the α3β3 hexagon. Although such a 

spatial arrangement might allow binding of three δ subunits to the three α subunits in the 

F1 portion, the observed 1:1 ratio may be due the steric hindrance preventing binding of 

more than one  subunit. The binding site of δ subunit in the ATP synthase holoenzyme 

is positioned at the very top of the F1 domain with at least part of δ is bound in the cleft 

formed by the N termini of the alpha and beta subunits (55 and 56). This is in contrast to 

the electron microscopy study on OSCP (57), which positioned the C-terminus of OSCP 

on the side of F1. 
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1.4.4 Binding of the stator stalk to F1: interactions between b and F1  

A study done with soluble b subunit named bST34–156, which consists of 34 through 

156 (C-terminus) of the b subunit with an additional Ser-Thr sequence at the N-terminus, 

using fluorimetric assays found that bST34–156 binds in a saturable fashion to F1 

containing inserted Trp residues and also to wild-type F1 (58).  The Kd values for binding 

were 100–150 nM in Mg
2- 

containing buffer. The binding was not affected either by the 

presence or absence of δ subunit which provides a different view for the binding of b 

subunit to F1. This study (58) showed that the binding of bST34–156 to F1 was strongly 

dependent on Mg
2+

; in the absence of this ion, binding of b subunit to F1 is facilitated by 

δ subunit. Moreover, it has been shown that binding of δ subunit to δ-depleted F1 was 

promoted in the presence of Mg
2-

. So this study (58) reveals that, the divalent cation, 

Mg
2+

, is important in stator structure and that direct binding of the cytoplasmic portion of 

b subunit to F1 provides greater stability to the stator. This was further confirmed by 

cross-linking experiments done on both the full-length and truncated forms of b. Mutant 

A92C was shown to be interacting with α-β interface (Ile464 to Met483 of α) and mutant 

I109C has shown be to be interacting only with α (59). Studies done with electron spin 

resonance spectroscopy have shown that soluble b, b24-156, makes interactions with the 

β subunit (60 and 61). The ESR spectra of spin-labeled b2 in the presence of F1 or F1-δ 

when compared with the spectra of free b2 indicate a tight binding interaction between b2 

and F1 suggesting that b binds to F1 not only through δ, but also to α and/or β.  

To quantitatively characterize the contribution of the Fo subunits to binding of F1, single 

molecule resonance energy transfer was used. When an isolated b dimer reconstituted 

into liposomes was titrated with increasing amounts of Cy5-maleimide-labeled F1, it gave 

a dissociation constants of about 10nM (62). The b dimer and ab2 subcomplex showed 

identical Kd values. From this, it can be concluded that a subunit does not contribute 

significantly to F1 binding. Binding affinity of monomeric b subunit with F1 is different 

from the binding of the dimer to F1. It has been shown that bsol A79L not only diminished 

the dimerization by 90% but also reduced the ability to bind F1-ATPase (63). The residue 

Ala79 is most likely not at the interface between the b subunit and F1. The leucine 
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substitutions did not alter the interface between b subunit and F1, as both the bsol dimer 

and bsolA79L dimer displayed almost same binding affinity for F1-ATPase. 

The results indicate that the amount of dimer formed is directly proportional to its ability 

to bind F1-ATPase. Furthermore, the data suggest that b subunit monomers have very 

little affinity for F1. It is possible that b subunit dimer is a necessity for F1 binding to Fo in 

the assembly of the enzyme complex.  

1.4.5 Binding of the stator stalk to Fo: interactions between b and a 

The interaction between subunits a and b is poorly studied, as it is very difficult to 

measure binding affinities between two membrane proteins. When a His6 tag was added 

to the N terminus of a subunit, an ab2 subcomplex could be isolated and purified, pointing 

to a strong interaction between subunits a and b (64). The interaction between subunits a 

and b, was observed in absence of any cross-linking reagent and therefore reflects subunit 

interactions occurring within the Fo complex in vivo. Moreover, it has been shown that a 

mutation of the a subunit can suppress the effects of a mutation of the b subunit. bG9D in 

the b subunit of Escherichia coli ATP synthase causes functional loss of the ATPase 

complex. A study on a subunit revealed that characterization of two mutations in the a 

subunit partially suppress the effects of the bG9D. The suppressor mutations cause amino 

acid substitutions at position 240 of the a subunit (aP240L and aP240A) (65). Membranes 

derived from strains carrying a suppressor mutation and the bG9D mutation exhibited 

ATP-dependent proton translocating activity. The  a subunit was shown to consist of five 

transmembrane segments with the NH2 terminus located in the periplasm and the COOH 

terminus in the cytoplasm (66 and 67). aP240 is located in the fifth transmembrane helix 

(TMH5), towards the C-terminus. 

However, a later study came up with a different view. The suppressor effect of P240L for 

bG9D is mediated through a transmembrane helix 2 (68). The bG9D interact with 

trsnsmembrane helix 2 (TM2) in the a subunit, which interacts with TM5. Thus, the 

suppression by P240L, near the end of TM5, can be explained by an indirect mechanism 

mediated by TM2. Positioning of the b dimer close to helices 1 and 2 of a, is supported 

by the finding that a Cys residue inserted cytoplasmic loop between transmembrane 
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helices 1 and 2 of a could be crosslinked to subunit b (69). These data suggests that 

interactions between a and b subunits are not only in the adjacent membrane region but 

can also be in farther regions. Figure 1.8 shows possible interactions of a, b and c 

subunits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8: The proposed arrangement for the five transmembrane  spans of subunit 

a relative to subunits b and c, as viewed from the cytoplasm, showing the interaction 

of b subunit with TM2 in the a subunit, which then interacts with TM5. As seen, b dimer 

is in close proximity to TM1 and TM2 and TM3, TM4 and TM5 are not in close contact. 

This figure is taken from (69) 

 

 

1.5 The position of the stator stalk 

A cryoelectron microscopy study using immunodecorated α subunits placed the stator 

stalk of the E. coli enzyme on the outer surface of one of the β subunits (70). It suggested 

that the polar domain of the b subunit interacts with a β subunit that is different from the 

one which mainly interacts with the γ subunit. For chloroplast ATP synthase it was 

proposed that the stator is tightly attached to an α subunit and faces the side of the 

neighboring β subunit (71). For the mitochondrial enzyme, it was suggested that the 

stator stalk is bent between the region in contact with an α-β interface and the region that 

is not attached to F1 (72). So the flexibility of the peripheral stalk may have been 

provided by this bend as discussed before. As seen from the figure 1.9, the stator stalk 

wraps around the ATP synthase with a left-handed curve. When viewed from the Fo end 

of the complex towards F1, the rotor turns in a clockwise direction when synthesizing 

ATP and a counter clockwise direction when hydrolyzing ATP. 
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Figure 1.9: 3-D model of mitochondrial ATP synthase. Top: Surface view of ATP 

synthase B: Two portions of the ATP synthase. The green represents the peripheral stalk 

and second domain of Fo and blue represents the rest of the ATP synthase holoenzyme. 

Bottom: Two different views of the peripheral stalk (A) A side-view of the enzyme 

showing the bend in the peripheral stalk. (B) A view from the F1 end reveals a sharp bend 

in the peripheral stalk near to its terminus. The figure is taken from (72). 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

THE b/δ INTERACTIONS 
 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The ultimate goal of this project is to understand the interactions between the subunits of 

the stator stalk on a residue level. To better understand the b/δ interactions, first an assay 

for binding of b to δ will have to be developed, based on tryptophan fluorescence. To 

identify the portion(s) of b responsible for binding to δ, binding of bsol (bST34-156, a 

soluble variant of b missing the transmembrane helix) to δ will be compared to binding of 

synthetic peptides corresponding to the C-terminal helix of b to δ. Binding of the peptide 

b140-156 to δ was measured previously, with a Kd of ≥2 μM (73). In (74), it has been 

shown that δ binding domain of b includes the amino acids 120 to 156. This result was 

comparable to the Kd obtained from NMR spectroscopy (17) and 5–10 μM of b25–156 to 

δ-binding as studied by analytical ultracentrifugation (44). Fluorescence correlation 

spectroscopy studies demonstrate that the association of subunit δ and b occurs via the 

very C- terminus of b, b140–156 and the C-terminal segment of δ, δ91–177.  

As mentioned in the introduction, removal of four residues from the C-terminus of b 

disrupts binding of δ and abolishes proton translocation by the enzyme (75). Moreover, it 

has been shown that a Cys at position 146 (bS146C) can be crosslinked to δ. Taken 

together these findings indicate the importance of the very C-terminus of b, for binding of 

b and δ. The 3D structure of b140–156 shows a short flexible N-terminal tail of residues 

140–145 followed by an α-helix, formed by the residues 146–156. The charge 

distribution of the peptide is amphiphilic, negative charge extending on one side from the 

N- to the C-terminus of the structure while the positive charge and a hydrophobic surface 

form sides of the helix region. Other data presented in this study revealed that the b22–

156 of the E. coli subunit b exists in a boomerang-like shape in solution. A similar shape 

was shown for the mitochondrial F1Fo ATP synthase b subunit (70).  

The relatively low affinity for the binding of the peptide b140-156 to δ (Kd of ≥2 μM) 

may be due to the fact that peptide was possibly not long enough at its N terminus. The 
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NMR structure showed that the helical portion began around b145, whereas secondary 

structure predictions indicate that in full-length b the C-terminal helix starts at position 

b142. The predictions suggest that a longer peptide, corresponding to between 19 and 21 

residues from the C-terminus of b, might give a helix of the correct length. Point 

mutations in the peptide can be subsequently used to identify residues crucial for the 

interaction with δ. It has not been possible to obtain a high resolution structure of the C- 

terminal region of δ subunit. Binding of a peptide mimicking the C-terminal domain of b 

might stabilize the C-terminal domain of δ so that its structure can be determined.  

 

2.2 Experimental design  

To investigate the interaction between δ and b subunit, first a tryptophan probe is 

intended to be developed that can be used to assess the binding affinity. A BLAST search 

indicated that residue δM158 in the C-terminal domain is replaced by Trp in several 

species. The mutant δM158W will be generated first and will analyze if it reacts to 

binding of bsol. If no response is seen, other possible residues in the C-terminus will be 

replaced by Trp. Once a Trp probe is found that responds to subunit-subunit binding, this 

probe will be used to determine the binding affinity between b and δ. The effect of the 

Trp insertion itself on the binding affinity will be assessed by competition experiments 

with the wild-type protein.  

Next binding affinities of the synthetic peptides corresponding to the C-terminal 19, 20, 

and 21 residues of b: b-C19, b-C20 and b-C21 to δ will be measured. Comparison of the 

affinity for the peptide with the optimal length with that for bsol will give an estimate of 

the contribution of the C-terminal helix of b to the overall interaction between b and δ. It 

is expected that most, if not all, of the energy for binding of δ is derived from the C- 

terminal helix. Subsequently, point mutations will be used to identify the individual 

amino acid side chains that contribute binding energy. 
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2.3 Experimental Procedures  

 

Preparation of δM158W, δI152W, δL168W, δL175W mutants and b
Δc 

mutant. 

 

pJC1 plasmid containing the uncH gene that encodes the δ subunit was used to express δ. 

The Quick Change II XL site-directed mutagenesis kit was used to introduce mutations in 

the C-terminus of δ subunit. Recognition sequence for restriction enzymes used for 

screening are highlighted.  

  

Wild type (pJC1) δ sequence:  

GGCGTTATCATCCGAGCGGGTGATATGGTCATTGATGGCAGCG  

 

For δM158W:  

Forward:  GGCGTTATCATCCGAGCGGGTGACTGGGTCATTGATGGCAGCG  

Reverse : CGCTGCCATCAATGACCCAGTCACCCGCTCGGATGATAACGCC  

For δI152W: 

 

Forward: GTCTGTAATGGCAGGCGTTTGGATCCGAGCGGGTGATATGGTC  

Reverse: GACCATATCACCCGCTCGGATCCAAACGCCTGCCATTACAGAC  

 

For δL168W:  

 

Forward: GGCAGCGTACGCGGTCGTTGGGAGCGCTTAGCAGACGTCTTGC                  

Reverse: GCAAGACGTCTGCTAAGCGCTCCCAACGACCGCGTACGCTGCC 

 

For δL175W:  

 

Forward: GAGCGCCTTGCCGACGTCTGGCAGTCTTAAGGGGACTGGAGC  

Reverse: GCTCCAGTCCCCTTAAGACTGCCAGACGTCGGCAAGGCGCTC 

To make the b
Δc 

mutant, the primers were designed to delete the C-terminus of bsol.  

Wild type (pJB3) δ sequence:  

GATCATCGAGCGCTCCGTTGACGAAGCTGCTAACAGCGATATCGTAGATAAA

CTTGTCGCAGAGCTCTAACTAACTAAGCTTGGACC 

Highlighted is the deleted sequence of 48 nucleotides. 
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Forward primer: GATCATCGAGCGCTCCGTTTAACTAACTAAGCTTGGACC 

 

Reverse primer: GGTCCAAGCTTAGTTAGTTAAACGGAGCGCTCGATGATC 

 

Using these primers, PCR was performed, and then transformation by the heat shock 

method was done using Stratagene XL10-ultracompetent cells. 

  

Several of the colonies were selected for plasmid isolation.  

Plasmid Isolation  

Colonies were picked up from the plate and each colony was grown in 5 ml of LB 

medium overnight for plasmid isolation. Then the plasmids were isolated using the 

Qiagen miniprep plasmid isolation kit. Concentrations of plasmids were determined 

spectroscopically, followed by restriction digestion and agarose gel electrophoresis for 

the selection of correct construct.  

Expression and purification of δ subunit.  

First 3 flasks with 50 ml of LB (Luria Broth) medium with 50mg/ml of Ampicillin were 

inoculated with the strain pJC1 M158W/AH3 and allowed to grow at 30 
o
C for overnight. 

In strain AH3 the genes (uncH and uncF) encoding b subunit and δ subunit are deleted. 

Next day each of the 50 ml cultures was transferred into 1 l LB/Amp medium, and 

growth continued. The optical density (OD) at 600 nm was read every hour; when OD 

reached to 0.8, expression of δ was induced by addition of IPTG (Isopropyl β-D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside) to a concentration of 1mM. After growth for 3-4 more hours, the 

cells were harvested in a Beckman centrifuge using a JA10 rotor at 9500RPM for 15 min 

at 4
o
C. The pellet was washed with cold harvesting buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 10 

mM MgCl2) and centrifuged again for 25 min at above conditions. PMSF 

(phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride) as protease inhibitor was added to a final concentration 

of 1 mM, and the cells were broken by twofold passage through a French press at 1000 

psi. Cell debris, ribosomes and membranes were removed by ultracentrifugation at 

40,000 rpm for 1.5h at 4
o
C in a Beckman 50.2 Ti rotor. Pellet was discarded and 

supernatant was used for the further procedure. Soluble proteins were fractionated by 
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ammonium sulfate precipitation and column chromatography. Material precipitating 

between 20 and 32% of saturation of ammonium sulfate was collected and redissolved in 

one-half of the original volume and again brought to 32% saturation with ammonium 

sulfate. The precipitate was collected, redissolved in 5ml of buffer containing 20 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH8.0, 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM dithioththreitol (TED buffer) and dialyzed 

overnight against 1L of the same buffer. The sample was applied to a column of DEAE-

Sepharose equilibrated with TED buffer, and the proteins were eluted with a linear 

gradient of 0-400 mM NaCl in TED buffer. The δ subunit eluted as the major peak 

midway through the gradient. The protein was precipitated by the addition of ammonium 

sulfate to 40 % saturation and redissolved in a small volume of TED buffer.  

Expression and purification of bsol (ST34 - 156) and b
Δc 

subunit (ST34 - 140) 

Expression of b subunit (bsol) containing only 34 - 156 residues and b
Δc 

subunit 

containing only 34 - 140 residues were done with pJB3/AH3 and pCG24/AH3 strains 

respectively. E.coli cells were grown in 1 liter of LB medium in a 2.8-liter Fernbach flask 

at 37 
o
C with vigorous shaking. When Absorbance at 600nm reached 0.5, 1 mM IPTG 

was added, and growth was continued for 3-4 h. The cells were harvested by 

centrifugation, washed once with 50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 10 mM MgC12 and either 

used immediately or stored frozen at -80 “C. All fractionation steps were performed at 4 

"C. Cells were resuspended in a volume of 50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 10 mM MgC12 

equal to 10 times their packed wet weight, then disrupted by one passage through the 

French pressure cell at 20,000 p.s.i. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation for 10 min 

at 9,000 rpm in a Beckman JA-20 rotor. The supernatant solution was centrifuged for 2 h 

at 38,000 rpm in a Beckman Ti-50 rotor. The supernatants were collected, and 

ammonium sulfate was added to bring it to 40% of saturation. The precipitate was 

collected by centrifugation, redissolved in 50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, and 

dialyzed overnight against the same buffer. The proteins were then applied to a column of 

DEAE-Sepharose (1.5 X 19 cm) equilibrated with buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HC1, 

pH 8.0, and 1 mM EDTA. Proteins were eluted with a linear gradient of 0-250 mM NaCl 

in 150 ml of the same buffer. Appropriate fractions were pooled, concentrated to 2-3 ml 

using an Amicon Diaflo apparatus with a YM-10 membrane, and applied to a column 
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(1.5 X 85 cm) of Sephacryl S-300 equilibrated with 50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 1mM 

EDTA. The protein was eluted at a flow rate of 3-4 ml/h. Fractions containing bsol were 

stored at -80 "C. 

Preparation of δ depleted F1 

One 50 ml starter culture was inoculated from pBOW1/DK8 cells. DK8 cells are lacking 

the genes encoding the ATP synthase holoenzyme. The starter culture was used to 

inoculate one large Fernbach flasks containing 1 liter minimal medium and incubated at 

37 
o
C. The absorbance was read at 590 nm every hour until the absorbance reached 1.2- 

1.5. The fermentor was sterilized with 10 litres of fermentor medium. The fermentor was 

inoculated with the 1 litre large flask culture using sterile funnel. The pH of the medium 

was adjusted to 7.5 with NaOH. The fermentor settings were adjusted to temparature – 

37
0
C, aeration to 10 psi and agitation to 400 rpm. The absorbance was measured every 

hour at 590 nm. The cells were harvested when the log phase is reached that is indicated 

by the absorbance.  

After the absorbance at 600nm reached about 1.6, cell harvesting was done in Beckman 

centrifuge using a JA10 rotor at 9500RPM for 15 min at 4
o
C. The pellet was resuspended 

in cold STEM buffer (100ml of 1M TES, 4.29g magnesium acetate, 85.5g sucrose, 

95.1mg of EGTA, 5g 6-aminohexanoic acid and final pH was adjusted to 7.0) and 

centrifuged again for 25 min at above conditions. The pellet was resuspended in 2ml 

STEM/g wet cells. Then the cells were broken by twofold passage through a French press 

at 1000 p.s.i. Cell debris were removed by centrifugation at 18000 rpm for 20min at 

Beckman centrifuge using a JA20 rotor. The supernatant (pellet was discarded) was 

ultracentrifuged in a Beckman 50.2Ti rotor at 50000rpm for 2 hours and the pellet was 

used for the further procedure. The pellet was resuspended in TES50 (50ml 1M 

TES,150ml Glycerol, 5.0g 6-aminohexanoic acid, 1.0g p-aminobenzamidine (PAB) and 

final pH was adjusted to 7.0) and ultracentrifuged again at above conditions. The pellet 

was resuspended in TES plus PAB buffer (5ml 1M TES,150ml glycerol, 1ml 0.5M 

Dithiothreitol (DTT),  2.5ml 0.2M EDTA, 5g 6-aminohexanoic acid, 1.0g PAB and final 

pH was adjusted to 7.0) and ultracentrifuged in a Beckman 50.2Ti rotor at 50000rpm for 
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1.5 hours. This step was repeated and the pellets were frozen for storage at -70
 o

C. F1-

ATPase was solubilized and purified from these membranes. The pellets were 

resuspended in TES5 minus PAB (5ml 1M TES,150ml glycerol, 1ml 0.5M DTT, 2.5ml 

0.2M EDTA, 5g 6-aminohexanoic acid and final pH was adjusted to 7.0) and the 

suspension was ultracentrifuged in a Beckman 50.2Ti rotor at 50000rpm for 1.5 hours. 

The supernatant was saved and above step was repeated twice on the pellet. The 

combined supernatant volumes from these three steps was measured and stored at 0
o
C.To 

each 100ml supernatant, 5ml of TES pH 7.0, 0.2ml of 0.5 DTT, 5ml of 1M MgCl2 were 

added and stirred on ice for 1 minute. If it became cloudy the suspension was centrifuged 

in a Beckman JA10 rotor at 9500 rpm for 1 hour at 2
o
C.The volume of supernatant was 

measured and 50% w/v PEG 6000 to 10% w/v final. The suspension was stirred 10min in 

ice and centrifuged in a Beckman JA10 rotor at 9500 rpm for 1 hour at 2
o
C. The 

supernatant was discarded and pellet was redissolved in 80ml of Futai buffer (50mM 

Tris, 10% v/v glycerol, 2mM magnesium chloride, 1mM DTT,40mM 6-aminohexanoic 

acid, 1mM adenosine triphosphate sodium salt (NaATP) and the final pH was adjusted to 

7.4) containing 1mM PMSF and the suspension was centrifuged in a Beckman JA10  

rotor at 20000rpm for 15 minutes. The greasy pellet was discarded and the supernatant 

was adjusted to pH 7.4 with 0.1N NaOH. This was loaded onto an anion exchange, 

cellulose column which is equilibrated with Futai buffer pH 7.4. Then the column was 

washed with 50ml Futai buffer pH 7.4. Next the column was washed with 100ml Futai 

buffer containing 40mM Na2SO4 pH7.4. Finally the column was washed with 200ml 

Futai buffer containing 80mM Na2SO4 pH7.4. The effluent at this step contains the F1 and 

it was then concentrated using Amicon XM50 membrane to around 6.5 ml or less. The 

concentrated F1 sample was loaded onto a second column, Sephacryl S-300, which is a 

size exclusion column equilibrated with Futai buffer containing 40mM Na2SO4 pH 7.0. 

The fractions were analyzed by Bradford protein assay (76) and ATPase assay (77) was 

followed, and fractions containing F1 were concentrated in Amicon cell with XM50 

membrane. Then the δ subunit was selectively removed from F1 by chromatography on a 

size exclusion column, Sephacryl S-300, equilibrated with 50mM glycine/NaOH pH 9.4, 

2 mM EDTA, 1mM ATP and 10% glycerol. The fractions were adjusted to pH 8.0 with 

50mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.0. 
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Determination of the length of the peptide and the length of the deletion sequence of 

b
Δc 

subunit. 

To see the portion of b subunit that interacts exactly with the δ subunit, binding study was 

done with a synthetic peptide that mimics the C-terminus of b subunit (b-C21) and b 

subunit without its C-terminal helix (b
Δc

).    

To synthesize the peptide with optimal length, secondary structure of peptides with 

various lengths (b-C19, b-C20 and b-C21) were analyzed by the predict protein software 

available in the https://www.predictprotein.org/. Then the b-C21 peptide was synthesized 

by Selleck Chemicals LLC Houstan, TX with the purity of 96.5%. Then peptide was 

dissolved in the 50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0 and concentration was determined by Lowry 

method (78). A stock solution of 1 mg/ml was prepared for further analysis. Similarly 

secondary structure of bsol sequences having different C-terminal deletions (b-C10, b-

C12, b-C14 and b-C16, b-C17, b-C18) were analyzed to select the best truncation of C-

terminus of b subunit. 

Fluorescence Binding Assays  

Tryptophan fluorescence was measured in a spectrofluorometer type Fluorog 3 at room 

temperature. The excitation wavelength, λexc, was 295nm. The buffer used was 50 mM 

Tris/ H2SO4, 2.5 mM MgSO4. Binding of δ to bsol was measured by adding increasing 

concentrations of bsol of 100 - 25000 nM to 200 nM , and the fluorescence was 

monitored at 340nm. Background signals, including bsol and δ alone were determined in 

parallel control experiments and were subtracted. Binding of b-C21 peptide with δand 

b
Δc 

with δ were done following the same protocol. 

Comparison of stator stalks of Escherichia coli and Bos taurus 

 To see which residues of δ subunit is in close proximity to b subunit of ATP synthase of 

Escherichia coli, analysis was done between b and OSCP regions of mitochondrial stator 

stalk by the program Rasmol. This analysis was possible because the structure of the 

complex between bovine mitochondrial F1-ATPase and a stator complex has been solved 

https://www.predictprotein.org/
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at a resolution of 3.2Å (24). The coordinates were downloaded from the Protein Data 

Bank (ID number 2WSS). 

 

2.4 Results  

As discussed in the introduction, current evidence shows that δ subunit binds to the b 

subunit with its C-terminus. Our initial approach was to insert single tryptophan residues 

into the C-terminus of δ, hoping that upon binding to b subunit one or more of the 

mutants would show perturbation of Trp fluorescence signal. Conserved leucine or 

isoleucine or methionine residues were targeted. The following mutants were made: 

δM158W, δI152W, δL168W and δL175W. Each was expressed in the δW28 background. 

 

2.4.1 Preparation of δM158W, δI152W, δL168W, δL175W mutants and b
Δc 

mutant 

The mutants made were identified and confirmed by restriction digestion analysis, using 

the wild-type plasmid DNA (pJC1) as a control.  

For δM158W, the primers were designed in such a way that it incorporates a new 

restriction site in the mutant plasmid. The restriction site was specific to the restriction 

enzyme, BmrI. The recognition sequence of BmrI is ACTGGG. After digesting the 

plasmid DNAs with the restriction enzyme, the gel was run. The wild type plasmid, pJC1 

is cut at 7 sites: 68, 2042, 2096, 3622, 4647, 5839 and 6273 resulting 7 bands of sizes 54, 

237, 434, 1025, 1192, 1526 and1974. But only 5 bands corresponding to the sizes 434, 

1025, 1192, 1526 and 1974 will be visible in the 1% agarose gel. 

The mutant plasmid has an additional site at 3072 which gives 8 bands of sizes: 54, 237, 

434, 550, 976, 1025, 1192, and1974. Here the band corresponding to the size 1526 will 

not be present; instead, there should be bands of 434, 550, 976, 1025, 1192 and 1974. 

Another similar plasmid, pSWM86 was used as additional control, which results in the 

band sizes of 63, 92, 1226, 1546, 1753 and 4395. The agarose gel for the identification of 

the M158W mutation is shown in figure 2.1. Out of 4 mutants made, the DNA in the lane 

5 was selected for further study. Plasmid DNA was transformed into E. coli strain AH3  

by electroporation. From the plate a single colony was selected and restreaked. Again, a 
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single colony was chosen, grown in LB/Ampicllin medium, plasmid DNA was isolated, 

and the presence of the mutation was confirmed by restriction analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Identification of the M158W mutant. Lane 1 is the DNA ladder marker 
(Lambda DNA-BstE II Digests): band sizes of 8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 

3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264.  Lane 2, 3, 4, and 5 are colonies obtained after 

transformation of PCR products. Lane 6 is the wild-type pJC1 and lane 7 is pSWM86. 

The mutant DNA chosen is shown in the white rectangle. 

 

For δI152W, the restriction enzyme used in this case is BamHI. The recognition sequence 

of BamHI is GGATCC (palindromic sequence). After digesting the plasmid DNAs with 

the restriction enzyme, the gel was run. The wild type plasmid, pJC1 is cut at 2 sites: 

2336 and 3154 resulting in 2 bands of sizes 818 and 5624. The mutant plasmid has an 

additional site at 3068 which gives 3 bands of sizes: 86, 732, and 5624. Here the band 

corresponding to the size 86 will not be seen. The gel picture is shown in the figure 2.2. 

Lane 3 mutant was selected for further study and the plasmid was transformed into E. coli 

strain AH3 by electroporation. From the plate a single colony was chosen, grown in 

LB/Amp medium, plasmid DNA was isolated, and the presence of the mutation was 

confirmed by restriction analysis.  

 

 

1025 

434 
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Figure 2.2: Identification of the δI152W mutation: Lane1 is the DNA ladder marker 

(band sizes of 8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264), 

lane 2, 3, and 4 are plasmids isolated from different colonies digested with BamI. Lane 5 

is the wild-type pJC1 digested with the same enzyme. The chosen plasmid DNA is shown 

the white rectangle. 

 

For δL168W, the restriction enzyme used in this case is Afe1. The recognition sequence 

of Afe1 is AGCGCT (palindromic sequence). After digesting the plasmid DNA with the 

restriction enzyme, the gel was run. The wild type plasmid, pJC1 is cut at 3 sites: 984, 

1936 and 2216 resulting 3 bands of sizes 280, 952 and 5210. The mutant plasmid has an 

additional site at 3121 which gives 4 bands of sizes: 280, 905, 952, and 4305. The figure 

2.3 shows the results of the restriction digestion. Plasmid used in the lane 7 was chosen as 

the mutant and the plasmid was transformed into E. coli strain AH3 by 

electroporation.pJC1 digested with the same enzyme. 

δI152W 

732 
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Figure 2.3: Identification of the δL168W mutation: Lane1 is the DNA ladder marker 

(band sizes of 8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371, 1264 and 

702), lane 6, 7, and 8 are plasmids isolated from different colonies that were digested 

with Afe1. Lane 9 is the wild-type pJC1 digested with the same enzyme. The DNA that 

was selected is shown in the white rectangle. 

 

For δL175W, the restriction enzyme used in this case is BslI. The recognition sequence 

of BslI is CCNNNNNNNGG. After digesting the plasmid DNAs with the restriction 

enzyme, the gel was run. The wild type plasmid, pJC1 gives bands of sizes 195, 244, 279, 

363, 371, 625, 659, 843, 870 and 1383. The mutant plasmid gives bands of sizes: 195, 

244, 279, 297, 363, 371, 573, 625, 659, 843, and 1383. DNA used in the lane 3 in the 

figure 2.4 was chosen as the mutant and the plasmid was transformed into E. coli strain 

AH3 by electroporation. The mutation δL175W is shown in figure 2.4. 

δL168W 
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Figure 2.4: Identification of δL175W. Lane1 (low molecular weight DNA ladder 

marker, giving bands of sizes: 766, 500, 350, 300, 250, 200, 150 and 100) and 2 (band 

sizes of 8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371, 1264 and 702), are 

DNA ladder markers. Lane 3  is the plasmid carrying the δL175W mutation and lane 4 is 

wild type pJC1 digested with BslI. The plasmid DNA chosen for each construct is shown 

in white rectangles. 

 

For b
Δc

, a single digestion by enzyme, NheI was done. The recognition sequence of NheI 

is GCTAGC. After digesting the plasmid DNA with the NheI, the gel was run. The wild 

type plasmid, pJB3 is cut at 2 sites: 2262 and 2814 resulting 2 bands of sizes 552 and 

5726. The mutant plasmid also cuts at same sites but yielding less size for the smaller 

band: 504 and 5726. The agarose gel for the b
Δc

 is shown in figure 2.5. The DNA in lane 

3 was chosen as the mutant and renamed it as pCG24 (confirmed by DNA sequencing) 

and then transformed into AH3 cells by electroporation. 

 

δL175W 
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Figure 2.5: Identification of the b
Δc

 mutation: The lanes 1-3 and 5-6 are the plasmids 

isolated from different colonies digested with NheI and Lane 4 is the wild-type pJB3 

digested with the same enzyme. 

 

2.4.2 Expression and purification of δM158W and δL168W mutation  

δM158W and δL168W mutants were expressed and purified as explained in the 

experimental procedure part in which expression from plasmid pJC1 is induced by 

isopropyl thiogalactoside. SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) was 

done using the Laemmli buffer system (79) to identify δ subunit in the different fractions 

of ion exchange column. The gel is shown in Figure 2.6. The molecular weight of δ 

subunit of E.coli ATP synthase is about 19 KDa. With δ subunit, a proteolytic fragment 

of δ consisting of residues 1-134 of δ subunit, δ' was also formed. The δ'  (molecular 

weight is about 14.5 KDa)and higher molecular weight impurities were removed from δ 

by size exclusion chromatography.   

 

bΔc
 or pCG24 

A 
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Figure 2.6: δ subunit containing the M158W (A) and L168W (B) mutations. A, Lanes 

1-4 and 6-7 are different fractions of DEAE-sepharose ion exchange column. Lane 5 

contains the F1 portion of E. coli ATP synthase. B, Lane 1 contains the F1 portion. Lanes 

2-6 are the different fractions from the DEAE- sepharose column. 

 

2.4.3 Expression and purification of bsol and b
Δc 

subunit 

Expression and purification of bsol and b
Δc 

subunit were done as explained in the 

experimental procedure with pJB3/AH3 and pCG24/AH3 cells respectively. The SDS 

PAGE gel showing the different fractions of ion exchange column are shown the figure 

2.7. The molecular weight of bsol is about 15 KDa. 
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δ
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Figure 2.7: Expression and Purification of bsol (A) and b
Δc (B) subunit. A Lane 1-4 

contain different fractions from the size exclusion column that showed high absorbance 

values with Bradford reagent. Lane 5 contain F1 portion of ATP synthase. B, Lanes 1 and 

6 contain bsol and lanes contain different fractions from b
Δc

 purification done with ion 

exchange column. 
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In bsol purification, fractions containing b subunit were relatively pure and they were 

combined and concentrated with amicon membranes (as mentioned in the experimental 

procedures). However, for the b
Δc

, concentration through amicon YM10 membrane (used 

for proteins with a molecular weight of more than 10 KDa) did not result a considerable 

increase. As the molecular weight of b
Δc 

is about 12 KDa (close to 10 KDa), it was 

eluting through the pores of amicon membrane which made the purification and 

concentration processes difficult. 

2.4.4 Preparation of δ depleted F1 

To prepare δ depleted F1, first F1 portion of ATP synthase was purified and then it was 

passed through a size exclusion column at pH 9.4, which causes the δ subunit to 

dissociate from the α3β3γε complex. Figure 2.8 shows the different fractions in the 

process of depleting δ from F1. Fractions 2, 5, 7 only α, β, γ and ε subunits, showing that δ  

depletion has achieved successfully.  

                            

Figure 2.8: SDS-gel electrophoresis of δ depleted F1. Lane 1 and 4 contain the F1 

portion of ATP synthase showing α, β, γ, δ and ε subunits. Lane 2, 3, 5,6 and 7 contain 

different fractions from size exclusion column.  

 

Concentration of δ subunit, bsol, b
Δc

 subunits and δ-depleted F1 were determined by the 

Bradford method (76). 
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2.4.5 Determination of the length of the peptide and the length of C-terminal 

truncation of bsol. 

As binding of delta mutant, L168W showed an increase in the fluorescence and tight 

binding interactions; further experiment was done to identify the portion(s) of b 

responsible for binding to δ. Here binding of bsol to δ was compared to binding of a 

synthetic peptide corresponding to the C-terminal helix of b to δ and bsol without its C-

terminus (b
Δc

) to δ. 

2.4.5.1 Determination of secondary structures of peptides. 

The secondary structure of peptides with various lengths (b-C19, b-C20 and b-C21) were 

analyzed by the predict protein software available in the https://www.predictprotein.org/. 

The software gives the expected three-state (α-helix, β-strand and rest) with overall 

accuracy more than 72%  and 76% for water-soluble globular proteins (H means helix, L 

means loop and e means β-sheets). Also it states the probability of having H or L or e 

with a value ranging from 1 to 10, 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest. Any value 

larger than 5 is expected to have a helix. The secondary structures of peptides are shown 

in figure 2.9. 

A                                                            B       

   

 

 

https://www.predictprotein.org/
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C 

  

D 

 

Figure 2.9: The secondary structure predictions of different peptides corresponding 

to the C-terminus of bsol. A, b-C19, peptide of 19 residues, B, b-C20, peptide of 20 

residues, C, b-C21,peptide of 21 residues and D,C-terminus of full b subunit. 

When the results were compared to that of the full length b subunit (D of figure 2.9), b-

C21 (C) gave the best match and chosen for peptide synthesis and further analysis.                           

The sequence of the peptide which synthesized was IERSVDEAANSDIVDKLVAEL. 
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2.4.5.2 Determination of secondary structures of deletion sequences of b
Δc 

The secondary structures of deletion of 10 (b
Δc-10

), 12 (b
Δc-12

), 14(b
Δc-14

), 16 (b
Δc-16

), and 

18 (b
Δc-18

) amino acids from C-terminus of bsol were analyzed. The results of this analysis 

are shown in figure 2.10. 
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E                                                                       F 

 

 

Figure 2.10: The secondary structure predictions of different b
Δc

. A, b
Δc-10

, B, b
Δc-12

, 

C, b
Δc-14

, D, b
Δc-16

, E, b
Δc-18

, F, C-terminus of full length bsol 

When the results (as shown in Figure 2.10) were compared to that of the full length b 

subunit (F), b
Δc-16

  (D) gave the best match as its helical nature is preserved till the end, 

which is the case in full length b subunit.                  

2.4.6 Fluorescence Binding Assays  

2.4.6.1 Binding of δM158W with bsol 

To use the Trp probe for determination of binding affinities, binding of bsol to δ must give 

a change in the δ fluorescence. The initial attempt was done with δM158W mutant as this 

residue has been replaced by a tryptophan in many species according to a BLAST 

analysis. The fluorescence response of δTrp158 was plotted against the bsol concentration 

and the results are given in the figure 2.11. Both wild-type (open squares) and δM158W 

(filled squares) had almost same fluorescence increase. As can be seen, no useful 

response was seen in the fluorescence measurements.  
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Figure 2.11: Titration of wild-type δ (open squares) and δM158W (filled squares) 

with bsol.  δ subunit was mixed with bsol and the resulted fluorescence was measured at 

340nm (after subtraction of δ alone and bsol alone) was plotted against the concentration 

of bsol .  

 A possible reason for this is that Kd is too high, i.e. the binding affinity too weak to be 

monitored by this approach. To see that presence of F1 might increase the binding affinity 

between b and δ, similar experiment was carried out in the presence of δ depleted F1. In 

this experiment 200 nM of δ, 200 nM of δ depleted F1 and 40-10000 nM of bsol 

concentrations were used. Fluorescence measurements for the binding of δ to bsol in the 

presence of F1 was plotted against the bsol concentration, Again, no useful response was 

observed (results are not shown). As the M158W mutation did not seem to give a useful 

probe, other options had to be tried.  

2.4.6.2 Binding of δL168W with bsol 

The titration of δL168W with bsol gave a clear increase in the fluorescence intensity. The 

binding induced increase in fluorescence intensity was plotted against the total 

concentration of bsol, and from the resulting curves Kd values were determined by 

nonlinear regression. The effect of the Trp insertion itself on the binding affinity was 
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assessed by competition experiments with the wild-type protein. Figure 2.12 shows the 

fluorescence titration curves obtained for δL168W and wild-type δ.    

 

 

Figure 2.12: Titration of δL168W (A) and wild-type (B) with bsol.  A, Open circles, 

with 200 nM δL168W, filled circles, with 300 nM δL168W, open squares,  in the 

presence of δ depleted F1, filled squares, 200 nM wild-type δ, filled triangles, with 300 

nM wild-type δ. The fit for the curve of 200 nM δL168W is shown in open triangles. 

 

The titration of δL168W having 200 nM and 300 nM resulted in almost same increase in 

the fluorescence change (figure 2.12, A open circles 200 nM and filled circles 300 nM). 

The assay was done in the presence of δ depleted F1, to see whether there is a role from 

α3β3γε subunits for the stabilization of interactions between the δ and bsol. The 

fluorescence increase was almost same as without δ depleted F1 suggesting that the 

presence of F1 subunits does not have a specific role in the binding δ to b (figure 2.12, 

open squares). The titration of wild-type δ with bsol did not result in a clear increase in 

fluorescence change (figure 2.12, B, filled squares, 200 nM and filled triangles for 300 
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nM of wild-type δ )  showing the importance of having L168W to sense the interaction 

between δ and b. 

2.4.6.3 Binding of δL168W with b-C21 and b
Δc

  

To see the region of bsol responsible for binding to δ, two different regions of bsol were 

targeted: a synthetic peptide mimicking the C-terminus of b subunit and b subunit 

without its C-terminus. The fluorescence titrations were carried as done with δ and bsol. 

The graph of fluorescence increase against the concentration of b-C21 and b
Δc

 is shown in 

figure 2.13.  

 

Figure 2.13: Titration of δL168W and wild-type with b-C21 and b
Δc

.  Open circles, 

with 300 nM δL168W with b-C21, filled circles, with 300 nM wild-type δ with b-C21,  

and filled squraes, δL168W with b
Δc

 and filled triangles, wild-type δ with b
Δc

  

When δL168W was titrated with b-C21, no clear increase was seen in the fluorescence. 

The graphs look similar in both wild-type and δL168W (figure 2.13, filled circles and 

open circles respectively). This suggests that most C-terminus of b subunit is not 

involved in the binding of δ to b subunit. However, titration of δL168W with b
Δc 

resulted 
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in a clear increase in the fluorescence change (figure 2.13, filled squares). The Kd value 

obtained for δL168W with b
Δc

 is around 4 μM. 
 
 

2.4.7 Comparison of stator stalks of Escherichia coli and Bos taurus 

Identification of δL168W as a fluorescence probe allowed us to determine the binding 

affinity between δ and bsol. We found that the Kd of binding of δ and bsol was around 1 

µM. As mentioned in the “experimental procedure” section, δ subunit of ATP synthase of 

E. coli was aligned with OSCP of Bos taurus and identified the residues in E. coli 

corresponding to those in the bovine mitochondrial enzyme. The alignment is shown in 

the figure 2.14.  

Qry41  YATALYSAASKQNKLEQVEKELLRVGQILKEPKMAASLLNPYVKRSVKVKSLSDMTAKEK 100                                                       

       YA A +  A +   +E+ +  L    ++ K  +MA  L       ++    ++     E+          

Sbj11  YAKAAFDFAVEHQSVERWQDMLAFAAEVTKNEQMAELLSGALAPETLAESFIA--VCGEQ 68 

Qry101 FSPLTSNLINLLAENGRLTNTPAVISAFSTMMSVHRGEVPCTVTTASALDETTLTELKTV 160 

            NLI ++AENGRL   P V+  F  + +V        V +A+AL E  L ++  

Sbj69  LDENGQNLIRVMAENGRLNALPDVLEQFIHLRAVSEATAEVDVISAAALSEQQLAKISAA 128  

Qry161 LKSFLSKGQVLKLEVKIDPSIMGGMIVRIGEKYVDMSAKTKIQKLSRAMR 210 

       ++  LS+   +KL  KID S+M G+I+R G+  +D S + ++++L+  ++ 

Sbj129 MEKRLSRK--VKLNCKIDKSVMAGVIIRAGDMVIDGSVRGRLERLADVLQ 176 

                             152    158       168    175 

Figure 2.14: The alignment of ATP synthase subunit OSCP with ATP synthase δ 

subunit. Subunit OSCP of mitochondrial stator of Bos taurus (querry) is aligned with 

ATP synthase δ subunit of E. coli (subject) by using BLAST. The mutations made are in 

yellow color. 

 

When b and OSCP regions of bovine stator stalk were analyzed with program Rasmol, it 

turned out that the δI152W and δM158W mutations are not in the binding region of δ to 

b, but δL168W and δL175W are in the interaction region. This might be a possible reason 

for not having a change in fluorescence upon binding of δI152W and δM158W mutants 

with bsol. Also this analysis supports our finding that δL168W is a good probe to 

determine the binding between the δ and b. The interaction region of b subunit and δ 
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subunit is shown in figure 2.15 which shows δL168W and δL175W are in close 

proximity to b subunit. 

 

 

Figure 2.15: The interactions between b subunit and δ subunit. This figure shows 

δW168 and δW175 are in close proximity to b subunit. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

The goal of this study was to investigate the interaction between the δ subunit and b 

subunit in ATP synthase.  To avoid having to work with detergents to keep b soluble, the 

transmembrane helix was removed, resulting in a construct termed bsol. 

As shown in (44), bsol forms a b2δ complex with purified δ subunit, but the binding 

affinity between b2 and δ was relatively low with a Kd  about 5–10 μM. In this study a 

tryptophan probe was developed to study the binding affinity between bsol and δ. The aim 

was to introduce tryptophan residues in the C-terminal region of δ. As the first target 

residue, δM158W was chosen as it has been shown in the BLAST search, to be replaced 

by tryptophan in several species. Titrations of different concentrations of δM158 mutant 

(200nM, 300nM and even 500nM) with varying concentrations of bsol, did not result in 
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significant changes in the fluorescence intensity. One possible explanation is that the 

binding affinity is so low that even at the highest concentrations used, binding is 

negligible. To see that the presence of F1 might increase the binding affinity between b 

and δ, similar experiment was carried out in the presence of δ depleted F1. However, no 

useful response was observed (results are not shown). As the M158W mutation did not 

seem to give a useful probe, other options had to be tried. Site directed mutagenesis was 

done in the C-terminal region of δ subunit giving δI152W, δL168W and δL175W 

mutations. 

As the next target, fluorescence measurements were done with δL168W. Here binding of 

δ to bsol, produced a large enhancement of fluorescence intensity. Identification of 

δL168W as a probe, allowed assessing the quantitative determination of binding affinity, 

for binding of δ subunit to the b subunit of E. coli ATP synthase. This approach is based 

on true equilibrium method resulting from the enhancement of the fluorescence of the 

δL168W.  From the binding curves, the Kd value calculated for 200 nM of δL168W was 

1.09 μM and for 300 nM δL168W it was 1.01 μM.  

As δL168W provided useful information about binding of bsol and δ, the next aim was the 

identification of the portion(s) of b responsible for binding to δ. Here a peptide 

corresponding to the C-terminal 21 residues of b subunit was synthesized. The aim was to 

test the binding energy for the interactions between δL168W and the C-terminus of b 

subunit. The b-C21 peptide was selected over other lengths (b-C19 and b-C20) as it better 

mimics the C-terminal helix of b. This did not result in a clear signal change, and 

therefore no Kd values can be assigned. This could indicate that no binding occurred 

under these conditions, i.e. the C-terminus of b subunit does not have a role in binding to 

δ subunit. 

To further investigate the region of bsol responsible for binding to δL168W, b
Δc

 was made 

deleting 16 residues from the C-terminus.. Then the binding of b
Δc

 with δL168W was 

tested similar to above approach. Surprisingly, b
Δc 

subunit did bind to δL168W with 

relatively high affinity, suggesting that residues in b
Δc

 contribute to binding of δ. The 

calculated Kd value for interaction between 200nM of δL168W and b
Δc

 was about 4 μM. 

So far the Kd for interaction between bST34–156 and isolated δ (in the absence of F1) 
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was shown only about 5–10 μM (44) and the lower Kd obtained from the current study 

shows tighter binding between b subunit and δ subunit. The work gives new insights into 

the binding of b subunit with δ. Also this study developed a tryptophan probe to monitor 

interactions between b subunit and delta subunit of ATP synthase in Escherichia coli. 

However it should be noted that information about the positioning of L168W mutation in 

the δ subunit is still lacking. Also, in the stator stalk, b and δ subunits are arranged as a 

b2δ complex, the role of other b subunit in the binding interaction region, should also be 

taken into account.  

On the other hand, this study implies that the C-terminal region of δ through its 

association with b subunit contributes little binding energy to the stator resistance (when 

compared to Kd obtained for binding of δ with α1-22 peptide which is 130nM (52). It has 

been shown that (52) 50 kJ/mol binding energy is required between the subunits of the 

stator to withstand the elastic strain generated during rotation. 50 kJ/mol corresponds to a 

Kd of about 1nM. Here we find 1 M, which shows a higher affinity than previously 

determined, but suggests that additional interactions between b and α3β3 might required 

for the stator stalk to perform its function.  Surprisingly, it seems that most of the binding 

energy does not come from the C-terminal helix, but from somewhere in the C-terminus 

of the long cytoplasmic helix of b subunit. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

DETERMINATION OF FUNCION OF EACH b SUBUNIT 
 

3.1 Introduction   

Although the two b subunits in E. coli are genetically identical, they have non-identical 

contacts with the single-copy subunits δ and a, making both b subunits functionally 

different.  It is not even clear if both b subunits interact directly with δ or a.  As 

mentioned in the introduction, in photosynthetic bacteria and in chloroplasts, the two b 

subunits are also genetically non-identical.  The difference between subunits b and b’ (in 

photosynthetic bacteria) or I and II (in chloroplasts) is that b’ and II are lacking the short 

C-terminal helix. It has been shown (80) that in mycobacteria, the ATP synthase gene 

cluster contains a gene (Rv1307) that encodes a fusion protein of the b and the δ subunits. 

Also this gene cluster encodes a second b subunit (Rv1306), which is of the shorter b’ 

type, without the C-terminal helix. As the C-terminus of b and the N-terminus of δ are 

not in close spatial proximity (81) , they are connected in the b/δ fusion protein by a 

linker region of about 110 residues length. The presence of a fusion protein and a b’ type 

protein suggests that in this bacterium the usual homodimeric b–b interaction is replaced 

by a heterodimeric interaction. 

Several studies were performed to reveal the structural and functional differences of the 

two b subunits in E. coli. One experiment involved a two-plasmid expression system that 

allowed the production of two different b subunits in the same cell (82). Coexpression of 

bΔ153-end (last 4 resides are deleted from the C-terminus) and bwt resulted in a specific 

activity of about 81% of the wild type strain. Dimerization was observed in membrane 

preparations from cells expressing both bΔ153-end /bR36I and bΔ153-end/bR36E. In an earlier 

study mutation of conserved arginine, bArg36, to an isoleucine or glutamate has been 

shown to result in an completely defective F1Fo ATP synthase complex (83). This study 

showed that enzyme complexes containing b heterodimers were active suggesting that 

each of the b subunits was compensating the defects of the other to form a functional 

enzyme complex. 
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In another attempt to characterize the individual b subunits, portions of E. coli b subunits 

were replaced with corresponding portions of b and b’ of Thermosynechococcus 

elongatus, a photosynthetic bacterium (84). Plasmids expressing b and b' subunits yielded 

readily detectable F1Fo complexes with heterodimeric peripheral stalks.  

Studies using these hybrids revealed that, at least in the cytosolic part, the b subunits 

prefer to form a staggered dimer  over an “in register” one, with the  b’ type subunit 

shifted towards the N-terminus with respect to the b type (85). The staggered model was 

proposed in an earlier study (86) with parallel right-handed coiled coil with the two 

identical residues contributed by each of the b subunits in different environments and at 

considerable distance from one another.  

Here, from a different approach, function of each b subunit of E. coli will be analyzed.  A 

mycobacterium-like fusion protein in E. coli will be generated where one of the b 

subunits will be covalently linked to δ, the other one not.  This will allow to mutate both 

b subunits individually to explore their function.   

3.2 Experimental design  

The mycobacterial bδ fusion protein contains full-length b and δ subunits. The b portion 

includes the short C-terminal helix that binds to the C-terminal domain of δ. As shown in 

figure 3.1, the b and δ portions are connected by a segment of about 110 amino acids 

which is mainly α helical and probably folded into a globular domain. This domain may 

be required to bridge the gap between the C-terminus of b and the N-terminus of δ. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: The bδ fusion protein of Mycobacterium vanbaalenii  

Predicted secondary structural elements are shown in red (α helix) and blue (β sheet). The 

portion of the protein corresponding to the b subunit is marked in green and that 

corresponding to δ in yellow. 
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Initially, it is intended to express the bδ fusion protein as a part of the ATP synthase 

holoenzyme, using plasmid pBWU13.4 (which contains the whole unc operon, encoding 

for ATP synthase) as starting material. In the unc operon the gene for δ (uncH) is directly 

downstream of the gene for b (uncF). Therefore by using unique restriction sites at the 

end of uncF and at the beginning of uncH, the intergenic region is replaced by a synthetic 

DNA fragment encoding the connecting domain of the bδ fusion protein of 

Mycobacterium vanbaalenii. The rationale for this selection is that of all mycobacteria, 

the δ portion of M. vanbaalenii is the most similar to δ of E. coli. The final step in the 

construction of the expression vector will be to insert another copy of uncF before the 

gene encoding for the fusion protein. Here two approaches will be tested, using either 

full-length uncF, to express full-length b, or uncF shortened by 48 bases, to express a 

protein of the b’ type. After transformation into DK8 (in strain DK8 the unc operon is 

deleted from the chromosome), functional assays will be done to find if this fusion 

protein can replace b and δ of E. coli. 

 

3.3 Experimental Procedures  

 

Construction of plasmids and strains. 

 

To construct the fusion protein in E. coli cells first the alignments of the sequences of E. 

coli b and δ subunits with the sequence of the b/δ fusion protein of M. vanbaalenii were 

done (shown in figure 3.2).  

DNA and protein sequences of the hybrid E. coli/M. vanbaalenii fusion protein generated 

in this study are shown in the figure 3.3. 
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A 
 

M.v. FP  4 FIGQLIGFAVIVFILVKWVVPPIKGLMQKQQEAVRVALAESAEAGKKLADADAMHAKAVE  63 

            +GQ I F + V   +K+V PP+   ++K+Q+ +   LA +  A K L  A A     ++ 

E.c. b   7 ILGQAIAFVLFVLFCMKYVWPPLMAAIEKRQKEIADGLASAERAHKDLDLAKASATDQLK  66 

 

M.v. FP 64 DAKAAGAKVTEEAQQDSQRITAQLAEQADAEAERIKAQGAQQVQLMRQQLIRQLRSGLGS 123 

            AKA    + E+A +   +I  +   +A+ E  +I AQ   +++  R++   +LR  +   

E.c. b  67 KAKAEAQVIIEQANKRRSQILDEAKAEAEQERTKIVAQAQAEIEAERKRAREELRKQVAI 126 

 

M.v. FP124 ESVQKAEEIVRNYVSDPAAQASTVDRFLDEL 154 

            +V  AE+I+   V D AA +  VD+ + EL 

E.c. b 127 LAVAGAEKIIERSV-DEAANSDIVDKLVAEL 156 

 

B 

M.v. FP286 EGQSEEVEDQLFRFGRVLDAQSQLSRLLADPVIP---ADKRVALLKKVLDSGGGVNPIAE 342 

 

           E QS E    +  F   +    Q++ LL+  + P   A+  +A+  + LD  G      + 

 

E.c. δ  21 EHQSVERWQDMLAFAAEVTKNEQMAELLSGALAPETLAESFIAVCGEQLDENG------Q  74 

 

 

M.v. FP343 ALLTQTVELIRGASADDAVNDLAELAVARRGEAVAQVTAAADLSDAQRTRLTEVLSRIYG 402 

 

            L+    E  R  +  D +     L       A   V +AA LS+ Q  +++  + +    

 

E.c. δ  75 NLIRVMAENGRLNALPDVLEQFIHLRAVSEATAEVDVISAAALSEQQLAKISAAMEKRLS 134 

 

 

M.v. FP403 TPVSIQLEVDPEVLGGLLITVGDEVIDGSISSRL 436 

 

             V +  ++D  V+ G++I  GD VIDGS+  RL 

 
E.c. δ 135 RKVKLNCKIDKSVMAGVIIRAGDMVIDGSVRGRL 168 

 

Figure 3.2:  BLAST alignment of the M. vanbaalenii b/δ fusion protein (“FP”) with 
E. coli b (A) and δ (B). To construct the fusion protein first the alignments were done. 
M. vanbaalenii is denoted as M.v. and E. coli as E.c. 
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  1 GTGAATCTTAACGCAACAATCCTCGGCCAGGCCATCGCGTTTGTCCTGTTCGTTCTGTTC  60 

  1  M  N  L  N  A  T  I  L  G  Q  A  I  A  F  V  L  F  V  L  F   20 

 

 61 TGCATGAAGTACGTATGGCCGCCATTAATGGCAGCCATCGAAAAACGTCAAAAAGAAATT 120 

 21  C  M  K  Y  V  W  P  P  L  M  A  A  I  E  K  R  Q  K  E  I   40 

 

                                        PpuMI 

121 GCTGACGGCCTTGCTTCCGCAGAACGAGCACATAAGGACCTTGACCTTGCAAAGGCCAGC 180 

 41  A  D  G  L  A  S  A  E  R  A  H  K  D  L  D  L  A  K  A  S   60 

 

181 GCGACCGACCAGCTGAAAAAAGCGAAAGCGGAAGCCCAGGTAATCATCGAGCAGGCGAAC 240 

 61  A  T  D  Q  L  K  K  A  K  A  E  A  Q  V  I  I  E  Q  A  N   80 

 

241 AAACGCCGCTCGCAGATTCTGGACGAAGCGAAAGCTGAGGCAGAACAGGAACGTACTAAA 300 

 81  K  R  R  S  Q  I  L  D  E  A  K  A  E  A  E  Q  E  R  T  K  100 

 

301 ATCGTGGCCCAGGCGCAGGCGGAAATTGAAGCCGAGCGTAAACGTGCCCGTGAAGAGCTG 360 

101  I  V  A  Q  A  Q  A  E  I  E  A  E  R  K  R  A  R  E  E  L  120 

 

361 CGTAAGCAAGTTGCTATCCTGGCTGTTGCTGGCGCCGAGAAGATCATCGAACGTTCCGTG 420 

121  R  K  Q  V  A  I  L  A  V  A  G  A  E  K  I  I  E  R  S  V  140 

 

                                              end b →← linker 

421 GATGAAGCTGCTAACAGCGACATCGTGGATAAACTTGTCGCTGAACTGGACGCGATGGCG 480 

141  D  E  A  A  N  S  D  I  V  D  K  L  V  A  E  L  D  A  M  A  160 

 

481 CCGTCTTCGGCGGTGCTGGAAGCAGGCGCGTCGCTCAACCTGCGAGCCGCGAGCCGTGAG 540 

161  P  S  S  A  V  L  E  A  G  A  S  L  N  L  R  A  A  S  R  E  180 
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541 GCGCTGGCCGAACTGGTGAAGAAGTTCGAGTCGGTCGCCGAGAGCGCCGACACCGCGGCG 600 

181  A  L  A  E  L  V  K  K  F  E  S  V  A  E  S  A  D  T  A  A  200 

 

601 CTGGCCACGCTCGCCGACAACCTCTCGGCGGTGGCCCGACTGCTCCTCACCTCGGCCACG 660 

201  L  A  T  L  A  D  N  L  S  A  V  A  R  L  L  L  T  S  A  T  220 

  

661 CTCGACAAGCATCTCGCCGAGCCGACCGGTGACTCCGCCGCGAAGGTCCGCCTTCTCGAG 720 

221  L  D  K  H  L  A  E  P  T  G  D  S  A  A  K  V  R  L  L  E  240 

 

721 CGGCTGTTCGGCGGCAAGGTCGACGACAACACGATGGATCTGCTGAAGACGGCTGTGGCG 780 

241  R  L  F  G  G  K  V  D  D  N  T  M  D  L  L  K  T  A  V  A  260 

 

              end linker →← M. vanbaalenii δ (helix 1)  

781 CAGCGGTGGTCGACCGAGGGCAACCTCATCGACGCCGTCGAGCACGTCGCGCGGCTGGCG 840 

261  Q  R  W  S  T  E  G  N  L  I  D  A  V  E  H  V  A  R  L  A  280 

 

  

        M. vanbaalenii δ →← E. coli δ (after helix 1) 

841 TTGCTGGTCCGCGCGGAACGTGAACACCAAAGTGTAGAACGCTGGCAGGACATGCTGGCG 900 

281  L  L  V  R  A  E  R  E  H  Q  S  V  E  R  W  Q  D  M  L  A  300 

 

                                                      BssHII 

901 TTTGCCGCCGAGGTAACCAAAAACGAACAAATGGCAGAGCTTCTCTCTGGCGCGCTTGCG 960 

301  F  A  A  E  V  T  K  N  E  Q  M  A  E  L  L  S  G  A  L  A  320 

 

961 CCAGAAACGCTCGCCGAGTCGTTTATCGCAGTTTGTGGTGAGCAACTGGACGAAAACGGT1020 

321  P  E  T  L  A  E  S  F  I  A  V  C  G  E  Q  L  D  E  N  G  340 
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1021CAGAACCTGATTCGGGTTATGGCTGAAAATGGTCGTCTTAACGCGCTCCCGGATGTTCTG1080    

 340 Q  N  L  I  R  V  M  A  E  N  G  R  L  N  A  L  P  D  V  L  360 

 

1081GAGCAGTTTATTCACCTGCGTGCCGTGAGTGAGGCTACCGCTGAGGTAGACGTCATTTCC1140 

 361 E  Q  F  I  H  L  R  A  V  S  E  A  T  A  E  V  D  V  I  S  380 

 

1141GCTGCCGCACTGAGTGAACAACAGCTCGCGAAAATTTCTGCTGCGATGGAAAAACGTCTG1200 

 381 A  A  A  L  S  E  Q  Q  L  A  K  I  S  A  A  M  E  K  R  L  400 

 

1201TCACGCAAAGTTAAGCTGAATTGCAAAATCGATAAGTCTGTAATGGCAGGCGTTATCATC1260 

 401 S  R  K  V  K  L  N  C  K  I  D  K  S  V  M  A  G  V  I  I  420 

 

1261CGAGCGGGTGATATGGTCATTGATGGCAGCGTACGCGGTCGTCTTGAGCGCCTTGCAGAC1320 

 421 R  A  G  D  M  V  I  D  G  S  V  R  G  R  L  E  R  L  A  D  440 

 

1321GTCTTGCAGTCTTAA 

 441 V  L  Q  S stop 

Figure 3.3:  DNA and protein sequence of the hybrid  E. coli/M. vanbaalenii b/δ 

fusion protein. The sites of linker region incorporation and restriction sites are shown. 

The construction of fusion protein is discussed more detail in the text. 

Then the DNA sequence corresponding to the b subunit of E. coli from the PpuMI site 

on, followed by the b/δ linker region plus the first 20 residues of the δ segment from the 

b/δ fusion protein of M. vanbaalenii and the δ subunit of E. coli between δGlu21 and the 

BssHII site, was synthesized and inserted into pUC57 by Genscript (Piscataway, NJ).  

This PpuMI-BssHII fragment was used to replace the corresponding fragment of plasmid 

pBWU13.4 (87) , which expresses wild-type E.coli ATP synthase, to give plasmid 

pCG10 (step 1). Then in parallel, a PacI site was introduced between the genes for b and 

δ in pBWU13.4, to give plasmid pCG9 (step 2).  The gene for the b subunit was 

transferred on a PacI-PacI fragment from pCG9 to pCG10 to give plasmid pCG11 (step 

3).  The correct orientation of the PacI-PacI insert was established by DNA sequencing.  
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An AvrII site was introduced between the PacI site and the start of the b/δ fusion protein 

in pCG10, giving plasmid pCG10.1 (step 4; plasmid not shown in figure 3.4).  

Subsequently, in pCG10.1 the DNA sequence corresponding to the membrane-spanning 

region of the b/δ fusion protein, residues bAsn2-bMet30, was deleted, resulting in 

plasmid pCG12 (step 5).  In pCG11, the PacI site between the genes for b and the fusion 

protein was removed and replaced by an AvrII site (plasmid pCG11.1; step 6).  The b/δ 

gene was transferred on an AvrII-AflII fragment from pCG12 to pCG11.1 to, giving 

plasmid pCG13 (step 7). Then the DNA fragment encoding the C-terminal helix of the b 

subunit in pCG13 (residues bAsp141-bLeu156) was deleted, resulting in plasmid pCG16 

(step 8). A double point mutation, bA79K/bA128D, was introduced into the gene for b in 

pBWU13.4 and the fusion protein gene in pCG10, giving pCG14 and pCG15, 

respectively (step 9). 

An AvrII site was inserted upstream of the fusion protein gene in pCG15, resulting in 

plasmid pCG15.1 (step 10).  An AvrII-AflII fragment was transferred from pCG15.1 to 

pCG11.1, replacing the fusion protein gene with a fusion protein gene containing the 

bA79K/bA128D double point mutation (step 11).  The resulting plasmid was named 

pCG20.  In pCG20 the DNA sequence corresponding to the transmembrane helix of the 

fusion protein (bAsn2-bMet30) was deleted (step 12), giving plasmid pCG21.  In pCG21 

the DNA segment corresponding to the C-terminal helix of the b subunit (bAsp141-

bLeu156) was removed, resulting in plasmid pCG22 (step 13). 

For the construction of pCG23, an AvrII site was inserted into pBWU13.4 between the 

genes for b and δ, giving plasmid pCG23.00 (step 14).  Then the DNA segment encoding 

the transmembrane helix of the b subunit (bAsn2-bMet30) was deleted, resulting in 

plasmid pCG23.0 (step 15).  Finally, the PflM1-AvrII segment of pCG20 was removed 

and replaced by the PflMI-AvrII segment of pCG23.0, thereby replacing the full-length b 

subunit gene with a b subunit gene from which the portion encoding the transmembrane 

helix was deleted (step 16), giving plasmid pCG23. For protein expression, plasmids 

were transformed into strain DK8 (88), which has the ATP synthase operon removed 

from its chromosome. Below is the sequences of the primers used in this study. 
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Recognition sequence for restriction enzymes used for screening are highlighted. A 

vertical line in an oligonucleotide sequence ( | ) gives the location of a deletion.   

 

For the conversion of pBWU13.4 → pCG9 

Forward: GTCGCTGAACTGTAATTAATTAAGGAGGGAGGGGCTGATG      

Reverse: CATCAGCCCCTCCCTCCTTAATTAATTACAGTTCAGCGAC   

 

For pCG10 → pCG10.1 and pCG15 → pCG15.1 

Forward: GAGCAATATCAGAACGTTACCTAGGTAGAGGCATTGTGCTGTGAA 

Reverse: TTCACAGCACAATGCCTCTACCTAGGTAACGTTCTGATATTGCTC 

 

For pCG10.1 → pCG12 and pCG23.00 → pCG23.0 

Forward: GAGGCATTGTGCTGTG|GCAGCCATCGAAAAACG 

Reverse: CGTTTTTCGATGGCTGC|CACAGCACAATGCCTC 

 

For pCG11 → pCG11.1 

Forward: 

CTTGTCGCTGAACTGTAATTACCTAGGGAGCAATATCAGAACGTTAAC 

Reverse: 

GTTAACGTTCTGATATTGCTCCCTAGGTAATTACAGTTCAGCGACAAG                                                                               

 

For pCG13 → pCG16 and pCG21 → pCG22 

Forward: CATCGAACGTTCCGTG|TAATTACCCAGGTAGAGGCATTGTGC 

Reverse: GCACAATGCCTCTACCTGGGTAATTA|CACGGAACGTTCGATG 
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For pBWU13.4 → pCG14 and pCG10 → pCG15 

Forward: CAGGTAATCATCGAGCAGAAGAACAAACGCCGCTCGCAG 

Reverse: CTGCGAGCGGCGTTTGTTCTTCTGCTCGATGATTACCTG 

 

 

For pBWU13.4 → pCG14 and pCG10 → pCG15 

Forward: CGTAAGCAAGTTGCTATCCTGGACGTCGCTGGCGCCGAG 

Reverse : CTCGGCGCCAGCGACGTCCAGGATAGCAACTTGCTTACG 

 

For pCG20 → pCG21 

Forward: 
CTGTAATTACCTAGGTAGAGGCATTGTG|CTGTGGCAGCCATCGAAAAACG 

Reverse : 
CGTTTTTCGATGGCTGCCACAG|CACAATGCCTCTACCTAGGTAATTACAG 

 

For pBWU13.4 → pCG23.00 

Forward:                            

GTCGCTGAACTGTAAGGAGGGAGGGGCCTAGGTCTGAATTTATTACGG 

Reverse: 

CCGTAATAAATTCAGACCTAGGCCCCTCCCTCCTTACAGTTCAGCGAC 
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The flow chart describing the development of the plasmids are shown in figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4  Generation of expression plasmids used in this study.  (A) Plasmids 

pCG10-pCG16 (previous page); (B) plasmids pCG20-pCG23.  The numbered steps are 

described in more detail in Experimental Procedures.  Plasmids with a period in the name 

are construction intermediates and were not used to express ATP synthase.  Letters a to c 

and α to ε mark the gene for the respective subunit of ATP synthase.  Cyan, membrane 

portion of subunit b or b segment of the hybrid fusion protein; green, cytosolic portion of 

b; red, linker region of the fusion protein; yellow, δ.   A white “x” indicates the presence 

of mutation A79K or A128D.  FP, fusion protein; b* (FP*), b (FP) lacking the 

transmembrane helix; b’, b lacking the C-terminal helix.  
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Isolation of inverted membrane vesicles and functional analysis of mutant strains 

E. coli strain DK8, harboring wild-type or mutated plasmids was aerobically cultivated at 

37 ºC in LB medium containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin until it reached an optical density at 

590 nm of ~ 1.5. Inverted membrane vesicles were prepared as described (89).  Growth 

of strains expressing wild-type or mutant ATP synthase in limiting glucose (90), ATPase 

activities (91), and ATP-driven H
+
-pumping (92) were determined as described 

previously, except that ATPase activities and H
+
-pumping were determined at 23 ºC 

instead of 42 ºC.   

Determination of F1Fo content in E. coli membranes and Analysis of possible fusion 

protein proteolysis 

The relative amount of mutant F1Fo in the membranes was estimated via Western blots, 

using an anti-β antibody (Agrisera, Vännäs, Sweden). The staining intensity was 

quantified using a Photodyne imaging system and Image J acquisition software (NIH).  

The anti-b antibody used to detect possible fusion protein hydrolysis was custom-made 

by Pocono Rabbit Farm & Lab (Canadensis, PA), using bST34-156 (44) as antigen. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Design of the hybrid E. coli/M. vanbaalenii b/δ fusion protein 

Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the b/δ fusion protein of Mycobacterium vanbaalenii.  

Portions corresponding to b and δ are highlighted; they are connected by a linker of about 

110 residues length. Secondary structure predictions show that the b portion has two helix 

breaks, one immediately downstream of the transmembrane helix (15) and the other 

upstream of the C-terminal helix of about 15 residues length (81 and 93).  Presence of the 

C-terminal helix and the full length of the cytosolic portion of the b subunit segment 

classify it as a full-length b subunit (not b’). As the initial step, a hybrid fusion protein 

consisting of E. coli b and δ segments plus a mycobacterial b/δ linker region was 

constructed, to see if such a fusion protein would be incorporated into E. coli ATP 

synthase.  

In order to increase the chances of obtaining a functional enzyme, a  BLAST alignment 

was done to identify the mycobacterial species whose linker region might match best 
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with the E. coli b and δ segments.  The mycobacterial species used in the study are: 

Mycobacterium avium, M. leprae, M. bovis, M. tuberculosis, M. marinum, M. sp. 

JDM601, M. canetti, M. africanum, M. ulcerans, M. parascrofuloceum, M. abscessus, M. 

vanbaalenii, M. sp. KMS, M. smegmatis, M. sp. JLS, M. gilvum, and M. sp. MCS. For 

both b and δ, out of 17 mycobacterial species, M. vanbaalenii showed the highest degree 

of similarity to E. coli. The alignment is shown in figure 3.5.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.5:  Graphic representation of the BLAST alignments of E. coli b (left) and δ 

(right) with 17 mycobacterial b/δ fusion proteins.  The mycobacterial species are in 

the following order: Mycobacterium avium, M. leprae, M. bovis, M. tuberculosis, M. 

marinum, M. sp. JDM601, M. canetti, M. africanum, M. ulcerans, M. parascrofuloceum, 

M. abscessus, M. vanbaalenii (marked by an asterisk), M. sp. KMS, M. smegmatis, M. sp. 

JLS, M. gilvum, and M. sp. MCS.  Alignment scores are indicated by color: < 40, black; 

40-50, blue; 50-80, green.  Higher scores indicate better alignment. 

 

As the linker region has to connect the C-terminus of b with the N-terminus of δ, a good 

match between the linker region and the δ segment appears to be particularly important. It 

is the C-terminus of δ that interacts with the C-terminus of b, while the N-terminus of δ is 

more distant. Therefore, it is possible that the linker region has contacts with the δ 

segment of the fusion protein.  As a result, in the δ portion of the hybrid fusion protein 

the first 20 residues from M. vanbaalenii were used instead of those from E. coli.  

According to secondary structure predictions (not shown), this 20 residue segment from 

M. vanbaalenii forms an α helix (corresponding to helix 1 in E. coli δ).  However, there is 
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very little similarity between both species in this helix. It is interesting to note that 

BLAST detected weak similarities between E. coli b and the linker region of some of the 

mycobacterial species, suggesting that the linker region might have evolved via 

duplication of the b gene. 

 

3.4.2 Construction of plasmids and strains 

The pCG10 plasmid was constructed by cutting PpuMI-BssHII fragment from pUC57 

and ligating that with corresponding fragment of plasmid pBWU13.4. The gel picture is 

shown in figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6: Construction of plasmid pCG10. Plasmid pBWU13.4 cutting with BssHII 

and PpuM1 are shown from lane 1-5. Lane 6 and 12 are the marker DNA (band sizes of 

8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264). pUC57 cutting 

with same enzymes are shown from 7-11. 

 

As shown in figure 3.6, large band (highlighted in the gel) from pBWU13.4 (out of 2 

bands of which 478 and 8697) and the small band which is corresponding to the size of 

794 base pairs from pUC57 (larger band has a size of 2608) were cut from respective gel 

pieces and DNA was extracted using Qiagen gel extraction kit. Then the ligation was 

done vector: insert molar ratio of 1:3 using New England BioLab Quick Ligase Kit. After 

transforming ligated products to XL-gold ultra competent cells purchased from Agilent 

Technologies (Santa Clara, CA) colonies were screened for correct ligations. Figure 3.7 

2608 
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gives the band pattern for different colonies digested with same enzymes. Plasmids in 

lanes 2, 3, 4, 8, 9 and 10 gave expected band pattern and DNA in lanes 4, 8 and 9 were 

chosen as pCG10 and used for further studies. 

  

Figure 3.7: Screening for strains with plasmid pCG10. Lane 1 and 13 are the marker 

DNA (band sizes of 8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 

1264). Lane 2-12 are different ligated products digested with BssHII and PpuM1 (band 

sizes of 794 and 8597). Lane 14 and 15 contain pBWU13.4 (sizes of 478 and 8697) and 

pUC57 ( 794 and 2608) respectively using as wild-type DNA. 

 

To make pCG11, first pCG10 was digested with PacI and then activity of PacI was 

inactivated by heat. The gel picture is shown in figure 3.8 The plasmids were treated with 

Calf intestinal phosphatase before using for ligation. Plasmid DNA in lane 2 and 4 were 

chosen for further steps. 
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Figure 3.8: pCG10 digested with PacI. Lane 1 contains the marker DNA (band sizes of 

8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264) Lanes 2-6 

contain pCG10 digested with PacI (single band size of 9391). 

 

To make pCG9, the PacI site was introduced to pBWU13.4  as explained in the 

experimental procedures. The gene for the b subunit (highlighted in the gel in figure 3.9) 

was cut from the agarose gel and ligated with pCG10 digested with the same enzyme. 

 

Figure 3.9: pCG9 digested with PacI. Lane 1 contains the marker DNA (band sizes of 

8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264) Lanes 2-5 

contain different colonies of pCG10 digested with PacI (bands of 520 and 8563 ). 
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The insertion of b subunit was confirmed by restriction digestion with BglI and NgoMIV 

(shown in figure 3.10). 

The plasmid DNA in the lane 2 was chosen, then sequencing results confirmed that it had 

the correct orientation. 

 

Figure 3.10: Screening for strains with plasmid pCG11. Lane 1 is the marker DNA 

(band sizes of 8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264). 

Lane 2-4 are different ligated products digested with BglI and NgoMIV. pCG10 (used as 

wild-type) should give bands of 2625, 1285,4228 and 1253 and pCG11 should give bands 

of 3144,1285,4228 and1253. 

The construction of pCG12 is shown in figure 3.11. In pCG10.1, residues bAsn2-bMet30, 

were deleted, resulting in plasmid pCG12.  

 

Figure 3.11: Construction of pCG12. Lane 1 contains the marker DNA (band sizes of 

8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264) Lanes 3-9 and 

11-14 contain different colonies obtained after transformation of ligated products. 

digested with AvrII and AflII. Lane 10 contains pCG10.1, used as wild-type, digested 

with same enzymes. 
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Correct constructs should give band sizes of 1264 and 8040. When pCG10.1 is digested 

with same both enzymes, it should result in band sizes of 1351 and 8040. Plasmid DNA 

in lane 11 was chosen as pCG12. 

The b/δ gene was transferred on an AvrII-AflII fragment from pCG12 to pCG11.1, giving 

plasmid pCG13 (figure 3.12). Plasmid DNA in lanes 2 and 7 of figure 3.13 were chosen 

as pCG13. 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Digestion of pCG12 and pCG11.1. Lane 1 contains the marker DNA (band 

sizes of 8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264) Lanes 2-

5 contain pCG12 digested with AvrII and AflII. Lane 6 is pCG10.1digested with same 

both enzymes. Lanes 7-10 contain different colonies obtained for pCG11.1 digesting with 

AvrII and AflII. The highlighted bands for both pCG12 and pCG11.1 were used for 

ligation. 
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Figure 3.13: Screening for strains with plasmid pCG13. Lane 1 is the marker DNA 

(band sizes of 8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264). 

Lane 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 are different ligated products digested with AvrII and AflII. Lane 

5 and 6 contain pCG11.1 and pCG12 respectively. 

 

Then in pCG13, the DNA fragment corresponding to residues bD141-bL156 was deleted, 

resulting in plasmid pCG16 (figure3.14). Primers were designed such that the AvrII site 

which is positioned upstream to the gene for fusion protein will be removed. So the 

correct constructs should have a single band of 9751 base pairs. Plasmid DNA in lane 4 

was chosen as pCG16 and deletion of 48 bases at the C-terminus was confirmed by DNA 

sequencing. 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Construction of pCG16. Lane 1 contains the marker DNA (band sizes of 

8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264) Lanes 2-15 

contain different colonies obtained after transformation, digested with AvrII and AflII.  
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The figure 3.15 shows an AvrII site inserted in pCG15, resulting in plasmid pCG15.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Construction of pCG15.1. Lane 1 contains pCG13 digested AvrII and AflII 

giving bands of sizes, 1264 and 8535. Lane 2 contains the marker DNA (band sizes of 

8454, 7242, 6369, 5686, 4822, 4324, 3675, 2323, 1929, 1371 and 1264) Lanes 3-16 

contain different colonies obtained after transformation, digested with AvrII and AflII  

(band sizes of 1351 and 8040). The smaller band of 1351 base pairs was used to make the 

pCG20. 

 

pCG20 was made by transferring AvrII-AflII fragment from pCG15.1 to pCG11.1 (figure 

3.16).   

 

 

 

Figure 3.16: Construction of pCG20. Lanes 1-10 and 13-17 contain colonies obtained 

after transformation of ligated products for pCG20 digested with AvrII and AflII giving 

bands of sizes, 1351 and 8535. Lane 11 and 12 contain pCG13 (bands of 1264 and 8535) 

and pCG11.1 (1376 and 8535) respectively. Lane 18 contains pCG15 digested with same 

both enzymes (band sizes of 9391).  
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Plasmid DNA in lanes 8 and 9 were taken as pCG20 and used to make pCG21. In 

pCG20, residues for bAsn2-bMet30 were deleted, giving plasmid pCG21 (figure 3.17). 

Plasmid DNA in lane 6 was considered as pCG21.  

 

Figure 3.17: Construction of pCG21. Lanes 1-6 and 8-12 contain colonies obtained after 

transformation of PCR products for pCG21 digested with AvrII and AflII. Lane 7 

contains pCG20 (bands of sizes 1351 and 8535). Correct construct of pCG21 should have 

two bands of 1264 and 8535. 

 

Then in pCG21 the DNA segment corresponding to the C-terminal helix of the b subunit 

was removed, resulting in plasmid pCG22 (figure 3.18). Plasmid DNA in lane 2 was 

chosen as pCG22. 

 

 

Figure 3.18: Construction of pCG22. Lanes 1-6 contain colonies obtained after 

transformation of PCR products for pCG22 digested with AvrII and AflII. With the 

removal of nucleotides that encode for the C-terminal helix of b subunit, the AvrII site is 

deleted. So the correct construct of pCG22 should have only a single band of 9751. The 

plasmid DNA in lanes 4 and 6 are not pCG22. 
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The construction of plasmid pCG23.0 was done by deleting 87 nucleotides from pCG23.00 

(this is pBWU13.4 with an AvrII site downstream to the b gene). Figure 3.19 shows the 

construction of pCG23.0. DNA in lane 6 was chosen as pCG23.0. 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Screening for strains with plasmid pCG23.0. Lane 1-4 and 6-10 contain 

colonies obtained for plasmid pBWU13.4 having AvrII mutation downstream to the gene 

for b subunit and deletion of 87 nucleotides from the start of b gene, after digesting with 

PflM1 and AvrII. Lane 5 contain pCG23.00 (which is pBWU13.4 just with the point 

mutation for AvrII but not with the N-terminal deletion) The expected band sizes for 

pCG23.00 are 1533 and 7542. Lane 2 does not contain the correct construct for pCG23.0 

(which should have bands of 1446 and 7542 sizes). 

 

Plasmid pCG23 was made by replacing PflM1-AvrII segment of pCG20 by the PflMI-

AvrII segment of pCG23.0. The gel is shown in figure 3.20. The plasmid DNA in lanes 6 

and 10 were chosen as pCG23 and confirmed by DNA sequencing.  

 

Figure 3.20: Construction of pCG23. Lanes 1-6 and 9-12 contain colonies obtained after 

transformation of ligated products for pCG23, digesting with PflM1 and AvrII. Lane 7 

contains pCG23.00 digested with same both enzymes. Lane 8 contains pCG23.0 giving 

bands of sizes 1446 and 7542. The correct construct for pCG23 should have 1446 and 

8361band sizes. 
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3.4.3 Enzymatic activity of E. coli ATP synthase with a b/δ fusion protein 

Table 1 gives a list of strains generated in the course of this study.  pCG10/DK8 should 

express (b/δ) ATP synthase which has b and δ subunits replaced by the hybrid  E. coli/M. 

vanbaalenii b/δ fusion protein.  Plasmid pCG11 contains, in addition to the gene 

encoding the fusion protein, the normal gene for b.   Thus, strain pCG11/DK8 should be 

able to express b(b/δ) ATP synthase, with a heterodimeric stalk consisting of one copy of 

b and one copy of the fusion protein.  

Table 1:ATP synthase expression strains used in this study 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Strain 

 

b 

 

(b/δ) 

 

δ 

 

ATP synthase designation 

pBWU13.4/DK8 b - δ 
b δ, or wild-type 

 

pCG10/DK8 - (b/δ) - 
(b/δ) 

 

pCG11/DK8 b (b/δ) - 
b(b/δ) 

 

pCG12/DK8 - (b
ΔN

/δ) - 
(b

ΔN
/δ) 

 

pCG13/DK8 b (b
ΔN

/δ) - 
b(b

ΔN
/δ) 

 

pCG14/DK8 b
A79K/A128D

 - δ 
b

A79K/A128D
δ

 

 

pCG15/DK8 - (b
A79K/A128D

/δ) - 
(b

A79K/A128D
/δ) 

 

pCG16/DK8 b
ΔC

 (b
ΔN

/δ) - 
b

ΔC
(b

ΔN
/δ) 

 

pCG20/DK8 b (b
A79K/A128D/

δ) - 
b(b

A79K/A128D
/δ) 

 

pCG21/DK8 b (b
ΔN

/
A79K/A128D

/δ) - 
b(b

ΔN
/
A79K/A128D

/δ) 

 

pCG22/DK8 b
ΔC

 (b
ΔN

/
A79K/A128D

/δ) - 
b

ΔC
(b

ΔN/A79K/A128D
/ δ) 

 

pCG23/DK8 b
ΔN

 (b
A79K/A128D

/δ) - 
b

ΔN
(b

A79K/A128D
/ δ) 

 

 

Except for pBWU13.4/DK8, all strains listed were generated in this study.  Columns 2-4 

indicate if the expressed enzyme contains b, the b/δ fusion protein, “(b/δ)”, and/or  δ.  b
ΔN

 

and (b
ΔN

/δ) stand for a b subunit and a b/δ fusion protein, respectively, with the N-

terminal transmembrane helix missing.  b
ΔC

 indicates a b subunit with the C-terminal 

helix removed, effectively converting it into a b’ type subunit.  A79K and A128D are 
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point mutations inserted to prevent b dimerization. The last column gives the designation 

used for the expressed ATP synthase. 

 

ATP synthesis activity of the resulting enzymes was tested in vivo via growth yields in 

limiting glucose. To assess ATP hydrolysis activity, inverted membrane vesicles were 

prepared and ATPase activity and ATP-driven proton pumping were assayed.  The most 

important result was that the hybrid E. coli/M. vanbaalenii b/δ fusion protein is actually 

functional.  Growth rates in limiting glucose were between 1/2 and 2/3 of that of the 

wild-type control,  ATPase activities close to 60%, and ATP-driven proton-pumping 

similar to wild-type. Functional properties of E. coli strains constructed in this study are 

shown in table 2.  
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     Table 2 :  Functional properties of E. coli strains expressing ATP synthase containing the b/δ fusion protein 

Strain 

ATP synthase 
Growth yield in 

limiting glucose 

Relative content of 

ATP synthase in 

membranes 

Membrane ATPase 

activity 

ATP driven H
+
 

pupming 

expressed   % of wild-type     

  % of wild-type   
U/mg      % of wild-

type 

(% AO 

quenching) 

pBWU13.4/DK8 Wild-type, (bδ) 100 100 2.52                 100 88 

pUC118/DK8 none 0 0 0.05                    2 0 

pCG10/DK8 (b/δ) 47 70 1.45                  58 88 

pCG11/DK8 b(b/δ) 63 78 1.54                  61 89 

pCG12/DK8  (b/δ) 0 0 0.05                    2 0 

pCG13/DK8 b(b
ΔN

/δ) 62 75 1.61                  64 88 

pCG14/DK8 b
A79K/A128D

δ 1 0 0.01                    0 0 

pCG15/DK8 (b
A79K/A128D

/δ) 1 0 0.03                    1 0 

pCG16/DK8 b
ΔC

(b
ΔN

/δ) 40 63 1.34                  53 63 

pCG20/DK8 b(b
A79K/A128D

/δ) 13 21 0.33                  13 25 

pCG21/DK8 b(b
ΔN/A79K/A128D

/δ) 20 23 0.38                  15 25 

pCG22/DK8 b
ΔC

(b
ΔN/A79K/A128D

/δ) 17 20 0.32                  13 23 

pCG23/DK8 b
ΔN

(b
A79K/A128D

/δ) 0 0 0.02                    1 0 
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Strain pBWU13.4/DK8, expressing wild-type ATP synthase, served as a positive control.  

Strain pUC118/DK8, expressing no ATP synthase, was the negative control.  Growth yield in 

limiting glucose was determined via the turbidity of the liquid culture (measured as 

absorbance at 590 nm).  For evaluation, the value of the positive control was set as 100%, the 

value of the negative control as 0%.  The relative content of ATP synthase in membrane 

preparations was measured by quantitative evaluation of Western blots using antibodies 

against the β subunit.  The wild-type value was set to 100%; wild-type ATP synthase 

contributes 25-30% of the total protein in membrane preparations of pBWU13.4/DK8.  The 

ATPase activity of membrane preparations was measured via the concentration of released 

inorganic phosphate.  ATP-driven proton pumping was determined by quenching of the 

fluorescence of acridine orange (AO); after dissipation of the proton gradient by addition of 

the uncoupler carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone the fluorescence returned to 

within 5% of its initial value (figure 3.21).  

 

Western blots indicated that the amount of ATP synthase on the membranes was decreased 

by 20-30% (Table 2), suggesting that replacing b and δ by the fusion protein reduced 

expression and/or stability of the enzyme. Presence of the fusion protein resulted in a slight 

impairment of enzymatic activity. However, there should be no doubt that the mutant 

enzymes are competent to perform catalysis by the normal rotational mechanism.  Also, 

presence of the additional b subunit did not seem to be required, as (b/δ) and b(b/δ) ATP 

synthase exhibited similar activities (Table 2). 
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Figure 3.21: ATP-driven H
+
-pumping activity. ATP-driven proton pumping was 

monitored by quenching of the fluorescence of acridine orange (AO).  At t = 0 s, the 

reaction was initiated by addition of 1 mM ATP.  At t = 240 s, the reaction was stopped 

by addition of 1 μM carbonylcyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone.  The resulting traces can 

be grouped into 4 categories:  no quenching for membranes obtained from strains 

expressing no ATP synthase (pUC118/DK8, as negative control), or (potentially) 

expressing (b
ΔN

/δ), b
A79K/A128D

δ, (b
A79K/A128D

/δ), and b
ΔN

(b
A79K/A128D

/ δ) ATP synthase; 

about 25 % quenching for membranes containing b(b
A79K/A128D

/δ), b(b
ΔN/A79K/A128D

/δ), and 

b
ΔC

(b
ΔN/A79K/A128D

/δ) enzyme; about 60 % quenching for membranes with b
ΔC

(b
ΔN

/δ) ATP 

synthase; and more than 85% quenching for membranes containing (b/ δ), b(b/ δ), and 

b(b
ΔN

/ δ) enzyme as well as the positive (wild-type) control. 

 

3.4.4 Homodimer formation by the fusion protein 

In the  photosynthetic cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 6803 it has been shown that 

the b and b’ subunits do not homodimers, therefore they exist as a heterodimer (18).  In 

mycobacteria, it is possible that the b segment of the b/δ fusion protein forms a 

heterodimer with the additional b (or, more precisely, b’) subunit.  However, as E. coli b 

naturally forms a homodimer, in the case described here it appears likely that the b 

segment of the hybrid b/δ fusion protein might do the same, which could explain why (b/ 

δ) ATP synthase without an additional b subunit is active.  The alternative explanation for 
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the activity of the (b/δ) enzyme would be that a single fusion protein is sufficient to take 

over the role of the stator stalk.  

To address this issue, a bA79K/bA128D double mutation in the b segment of the hybrid 

fusion protein was generated in pCG10/DK8, resulting in strain pCG15/DK8 which 

should express (b
A79K/A128D

/δ) ATP synthase.  Each mutation individually has been shown 

to prevent or, at least, to obstruct b dimerization (63, 94 and 95). As control, 

bA79K/bA128D double mutation was introduced into the wild-type enzyme, creating 

strain pCG14/DK8.  As in E. coli b dimerization is essential for binding to F1 (63), 

neither any membrane-bound F1 (specifically, the β subunit) nor any ATP synthase 

activity in pCG14/DK8 (Table 2) was detected because of lack of assembly of 

b
A79K/A128D

/δ ATP synthase.  Also strain pCG15/DK8 showed no membrane-bound F1 

and no ATP synthase activity, revealing that (b
A79K/A128D

/δ) ATP synthase could not be 

assembled either. To show that bA79K/bA128D double mutation does not prevent 

expression of a correctly folded b/δ fusion protein, strain pCG20/DK8 was constructed 

which expressed an active b(b
A79K/A128D

/δ) enzyme (table 2 and figure 3.21), with a fusion 

protein carrying the bA79K/bA128D double mutation and a wild-type b subunit.  This 

observation indicated that the mutations bA79K and bA128D completely prevent b 

dimerization only if they are present in both subunits.  If they are present in only one of 

the b subunits, as here, they appear to destabilize the enzyme, resulting in a 75-80 % 

decrease in the amount of ATP synthase detected on membranes.  After correction for 

this loss in yield, the enzyme molecules present on the membranes had activities 

comparable to those of the parent b(b/δ) ATP synthase. 

Thus, failure to assemble (b
A79K/A128D

/δ) ATP synthase indicated that a fusion protein 

monomer could not replace a complete stator stalk, strongly suggesting that dimerization 

of the b segment of the hybrid fusion protein was responsible for the enzymatic activity 

of the (b/δ) ATP synthase, which does not contain an extra b subunit in addition to the 

fusion protein.  
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3.4.5 The function of each of the b subunits 

The finding that in E. coli dimerization of b is required for binding to F1 (63) certainly 

suggests that both b subunits are contributing to this function.  On the other hand, in 

chloroplasts and some bacteria, in one b subunit the C-terminal helix is missing (40, 75 

and 81) indicating that at least in those organisms one of the b subunits might not be 

involved in binding of δ and F1.  Similarly, it is not known if both b subunits are required 

for binding to a.  To answer the question of the role of each b subunit, first strain 

pCG12/DK8 was generated which contains the gene for the hybrid b/δ fusion protein (but 

not that for the additional b subunit), with the DNA sequence encoding the 

transmembrane helix of the fusion protein deleted.  As expected, without the possibility 

to anchor the fusion protein  to a, (b
ΔN

/δ) ATP synthase fails to assemble.  Neither 

membrane-bound F1 nor any ATP synthase activity could be detected.  In contrast, 

activity could be restored when the b gene was added to pCG12, to give pCG13.  Strain 

pCG13/DK8 expressed a functional b(b
ΔN

/δ) ATP synthase, which showed a level of 

expression (and/or stability) and activity very similar to the b(b/δ) enzyme (Table 2), 

demonstrating that a single transmembrane helix is sufficient to anchor the stator stalk to 

the a subunit and Fo. 

As mentioned above, in mycobacteria the b subunit contained in the fusion protein is of 

the full-length b type, while the additional b subunit is of the shorter b’ variety.  In order 

to test if it is possible to omit the C-terminal helix in the additional b subunit in E. coli 

ATP synthase containing the b/δ fusion protein, thereby generating a b’ subunit, the 

plasmid pCG16 was constructed.  This plasmid would encode b
ΔC

(b
ΔN

/δ) ATP synthase, 

with a fusion protein without transmembrane helix and with an additional b subunit with 

residues b141-156 missing.  Secondary structure predictions as shown in figure 2.10, 

indicated that in this construct the long cytoplasmic helix would have its helical character 

preserved until its terminus.  And indeed, strain pCG16/DK8 gave a functional b
ΔC

(b
ΔN

/δ) 

ATP synthase, with overall slightly lower expression/assembly and activities than the 

b(b
ΔN

/δ) enzyme, which maintained the C-terminal helix of the second b subunit (Table 

2).  
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The results obtained so far might be interpreted in such a way that one b subunit is 

responsible for binding of the b dimer to δ and F1, and the other one for binding to a and 

Fo.  However, all we showed above was that a single transmembrane helix was sufficient 

to anchor the b dimer to Fo, and that the transmembrane helix of the b’ type subunit, 

which is less (or not at all) involved in binding of δ, could fulfill this function.   

 

3.4.6 Construction of pCG23/DK8 

If it would be possible to obtain a functional b
ΔN

(b/δ) ATP synthase, (the single 

transmembrane helix belonging to the b subunit is deleted) then it means in this case that 

the transmembrane helix in fusion protein is responsible for binding with a subunit, and 

the same protein is involved in binding to δ. Unfortunately, b
ΔN

(b/ δ) ATP synthase could 

not  be used directly to address this question, as it would allow again formation of a 

fusion protein dimer.  However, it was not possible to transfer the single transmembrane 

helix to the b segment of the fusion protein under preservation of function.  Attempts to 

express b
ΔN

(b
A79K/A128D

/δ) ATP synthase (strain pCG23/DK8), which would contain a 

heterodimer of full-length fusion protein and an additional b subunit without 

transmembrane helix, resulted in no membrane-bound F1 and no ATP synthase activity 

(Table 2 and Fig. 2). Taken together, the results show that it is possible to generate a 

functional ATP synthase with a single transmembrane helix in the stator stalk; this 

transmembrane helix has to be on the b’ type subunit, the b subunit which is less (or not 

at all) involved in binding to δ.   

3.4.7 Possible proteolytic cleavage of the δ segment of the second fusion protein in 

pCG10 

The δ portion of the second fusion protein in pCG10/DK8, which is not involved in 

binding to α3β3, can be accommodated in such a way that it does not interfere with the 

enzymatic activity.  To see whether δ segment can be removed from second fusion 

protein, western blot was done using anti-b antibody (figure 3.22).  The results show that 

the δ portion of the second fusion protein is not proteolytically cleaved.  
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The observation that the fusion protein can form a functional dimer also means that in 

b(b/δ) ATP synthase the stator stalk might contain either a fusion protein homodimer or a 

b/fusion protein heterodimer. 

 

Figure 3.22:  Analysis of potential proteolysis of the δ segment of the second fusion 

protein in (b/δ) ATP synthase.  The figure shows a Western blot with anti-b antibodies.  

Lanes 1 and 2 are controls.  Lane 1, membrane preparation of b(b/δ) ATP synthase, 

displaying both b and the b/δ fusion protein; lane 2, wild-type ATP synthase, containing 

only b.  Lane 3, membranes containing (b/δ) ATP synthase; the absence of bands below 

the fusion protein band indicates that no proteolysis occurs.   

 

3.5 Discussion 

The main goal of the present study was to identify the role of each of the two b subunits 

in the stator stalk of E. coli ATP synthase.  For this purpose, it was necessary to design an 

enzyme that allowed differentiation between the two genetically identical b subunits. It 

was possible to achieve this aim by attaching one of the b subunits covalently to δ, 

creating a b/δ fusion protein as encountered naturally in mycobacteria.  This fusion 

protein can still dimerize, and the fusion protein homodimer gives a functional stator 

stalk.  Dimerization could be prevented directly by generating the double mutation 

bA79K/bA128D in the b segment of the fusion protein, or incorporation of the fusion 
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protein dimer into ATP synthase could be prevented by removing the N-terminal 

transmembrane helix.  Both the b
A79K/A128D

/δ and the b
ΔN

/δ fusion protein require 

formation of a heterodimer with an additional b subunit to give a stator stalk that is 

assembled into a functional enzyme.  Obviously, a b homodimer cannot give an active 

ATP synthase as no β subunit is present. 

Both constructs, b(b
ΔN

/δ) and b(b
A79K/A128D

/δ) ATP synthase, represent excellent tools to 

study function and location of the individual b subunits.  Using these tools, it has been 

shown that the role of one of the b subunits is binding of the b dimer to δ and F1; the 

other one is responsible for binding to the a subunit and Fo.  In species which express two 

different b subunits, binding to delta seems to be the responsibility of the full-length b 

type subunit, whereas the shorter b’ type subunit is required for binding to a.  With b 

binding to δ and b’ to a, the findings explain why dimerization of the b subunit is 

required for a functional stator stalk. 

It is worthwhile to compare these results to the outcome of a very recent study of the 

interactions of the individual b subunits with other F1 and Fo subunits, using cysteine-

cysteine cross-linking (96). Antibody binding studies demonstrated that the C-terminal 

region of one of the two b subunits is mainly involved in the binding of subunit δ. 

Individually substituted cysteine pairs allowed disulfide cross-linking between the b 

subunits and the other stator subunits (b-α, b-β, b-δ and b-a). The results showed that b 

dimer to be located at a non-catalytic α-β cleft, with one b subunit close to α subunit and 

other b subunit close to β subunit.        

Main finding of that study (96) was that it was the same b subunit that made contact with 

both δ and a. The presence of cross-links indicates that two subunits are spatially close, 

but says nothing about the functional requirement of this contact.  Similarly, the absence 

of cross-links does not necessarily mean that two subunits are distant. Combining the 

results of both studies, it appears most likely that actually both b subunits make contact 

with a.   

The interaction of a with the b’ type subunit, which is not (or less) involved in binding to 

δ, is the functionally important one and would alone provide sufficient binding energy to 
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fixate the stator stalk to Fo during rotational catalysis. The b type subunit, which 

primarily interacts with δ, is close to a so that it can be cross-linked (96); however, the 

additional binding energy due to this interaction is not required.  Such an arrangement 

would be in line with previous results that suggest that the wild-type stator stalk is 

“overengineered”, to ensure efficient coupling of proton translocation and catalysis (46).  

Figure 3.23 shows a possible arrangement of the transmembrane helices (TMH) of Fo.  

The spatial relationship between transmembrane helices 2 to 5 in subunit a, and between 

helix 4 of a and helix 2 of one of the c subunits was suggested based on cross-linking 

experiments (97 and 98). The model proposed in (99) showed that aTMH 2–5 are 

positioned as a four-helix bundle at the periphery of the c-ring with cTMH2 next to 

aTMH4, which suggested a possible close proximity of aTMH4 and cTMH2. Another 

study showed that aTMH4 and cTMH2 are packed in parallel to each other based upon 

cross-linking (100). 

The essential arginine residue in the a subunit, Arg210, is believed to be interacting with 

Asp61 of cTMH2 during proton translocation (69, 70 and 101). Interaction of this Arg 

residue in aTMH4 with cTMH2 is thought to be critical during the deprotonation - 

protonation cycle of cAsp61 (102-105). Also the study (97) demonstrated that cross-

linking between aTMH5 and cTMH2 are possible. Subunit c spans the membrane as a 

helical hairpin with the first TMH  on the inside and the second TMH on the outside of 

the c-ring. The electron density map of a single c ring shows a cylindrical, hourglass-

shaped protein complex of about 70 Å in height, and with an outer diameter of 40 Å 

(106).   
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Figure 3.23:  Model of the possible arrangement of the transmembrane helices in E. 

coli ATP synthase.  The figure shows helix 2 of 4 of the 10 c subunits in blue; helix 2 is 

located on the outside of the c ring.  4 of the 5 of the a subunit are shown in green; the 

transmembrane helices of the two b subunit are colored red.  The view is from the 

cytoplasmic side, where the F1 subcomplex is located.  The arrow gives the direction of 

rotation of the c ring during ATP synthesis.  The proposed arrangement of the helices is 

discussed in the text. 

 

Cysteine-cysteine cross-linking studies indicated that the membrane portion of b forms a 

dimer (15). Single molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer experiments showed 

that, when seen from the cytosolic side (as in figure 3), relative to the c ring the b dimer 

is located clockwise of a (107). This arrangement puts b close to transmembrane helices 3 

and 4 of a.  This orientation would stabilize the interactions between a and the b dimer 

during rotational catalysis by pushing a and b2 together instead of tearing them apart 

(107).This study shows that the interaction between a and b is stabilized rather than 

destabilized as rotational forces are strengthened.          

It should be noted that a very recent cross-linking study (108) places the b dimer on the 

other side of a, close to helices 2 and 5. Such an arrangement would be destabilized 

during rotation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

4.1 Cross-linking between b, b/δ and c subunits 

The observation that a cysteine at the N-terminus of b can be cross-linked to a cysteine at 

the C-terminus of a c subunit suggests that one of the b helices is close to the c ring (109)  

Based on the finding that maximally 50% of b were involved in the b/c cross-link (109) , 

it appears likely that the membrane portion of the other b subunit is more remote from the 

c ring.  The conclusion obtained above, that probably both b subunits bind to a, would 

also require that only one of the b subunits can be close to the c ring.  The assignment of 

b (and not b’) as the helix that is more distant from the c ring (figure 4.1) is tentative; it is 

based on the observation that in mitochondrial ATP synthase the single b subunit, which 

is of the full-length b type with a C-terminal helix, appears to be on the side of the stator 

stalk that points away from the c ring (110).  It has been shown that (110), in the intact 

ATP synthase there is only a small contact area between the segment that contains the a 

subunit and the ring of c-subunits. This limited contact suggests that the peripheral stalk 

(in Saccharomyces cerevisiae ) might help to hold the a subunit against the c8-ring to 

maintain the proton-conducting pore through the membrane.  

The positioning of b subunits will be tested in a b/c cross-linking experiment as in (109), 

using one of the ATP synthase constructs with “differentiated” b subunits generated in 

this study. Here using pCG20, c subunit at position 78 and b subunit at 2 will be 

substituted with cysteines (bN2C/cV78C) as shown in figure 4.1 
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Figure 4.1. Topological organization of subunit b and c-ring in the E.coli membrane. 

Three subunits of c ring are shown, with TMH-2 on the outside and TMH-1 on the inside. 

The relative positions of the N2C cysteine at the N-terminus of subunit b and the V78C 

cysteine at the C-terminus of c subunit at the periplasmic surface of the membrane are 

indicated. This figure is taken from (109). 

 

 

4.2 Isolation and purification of fusion protein 

Construction of a fusion protein between one of the b subunits and δ will allow to 

determine the interactions between the stator stalk components. So far analysis of 

affinities and binding energies between the stator stalk components and between the 

stator stalk and α3β3 encounters difficulties due to the presence of multiple equilibria, 

possibly linked by cooperative effects. To simplify the system, it would be advantageous 

to make individual contacts permanent by covalent linkage. Disulfide bonds would be a 

possibility, but their introduction would require accurate knowledge about the 

arrangement of both participating subunits, which is missing in most cases. By generating 

a fusion protein, would reduce the number of components in the stator stalk from 3 to 2 
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(the bδ fusion protein and the second b subunit). Comparison of the interaction of δ-

depleted F1with with (a) δ alone, (b) the bδ fusion protein and (c) the fusion protein in the 

presence of the second b subunit should give a clearer picture of the energetic 

contributions of the individual b subunits to binding of the stator stalk to F1. The results 

of these experiments would significantly advance the knowledge of the interactions that 

allow the stator stalk to perform its functions.  

Comparison of binding of the fusion protein with binding of δ to δ-depleted F1 will allow 

estimating the binding energy contribution of one b subunit whose C-terminus interacts in 

wild-type E. coli ATP synthase with the C-terminus of δ. Repeating the experiment in the 

presence of bsol (or the bsol’ construct of the shortened C-terminus) should give an 

indication about the contribution of the second b subunit. In this case it has to be taken 

into account that bsol (or bsol’) might compete with the fusion protein for the binding sites 

for b on α3β3. To correct this effect, the experiment has to be performed at different 

concentration ratios of fusion protein to bsol.  

If these experiments should be successful, this would give important information about 

the subunit-subunit interactions in the stator stalk. Beyond these above mentioned 

experiments, it should be noted that the “intermediate domain” between b and δ portions 

in the primary structure might stabilize the N-terminal domain of δ, in addition to the 

stabilization of C-terminal domain of b. Therefore, a construct from residue 140 to the 

end of bδ fusion protein, might be a good candidate for crystallization for x-ray structural 

analysis. 
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